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ABSTRACT

' John Norquay Collegiate, a grade seven to twelve

school in rural l.lanitoba appears to be an excePtionally

high performing school in terms of measures such as

dropout rates, rates of chronic absenteeism, percentage

of graduates attending post secondary education, and

performance of graduates in post secondary education.

Thr: ¡,11 ¡; rsê of this case study has been to discern the

facLor or combination of factors responsible for this

except ional perf ormance

Data was collected through interviews with the

current SchooI Dívision Superintendent, chairman of

the Board of Trustees, and the new principal of the

Coliegiate as well as a group of eight former students

of the Collegiate who qraduated between 1986 and 1990.

The study found that a school culture had been

created as a r,ray of galvanizing constituent communities

at the inception of the school This culture has been

sustained and perpetuated by homeostatj.c mechanisms such

as closely coupled community-school Iinks and close

feedback loops; community insularity limiting
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dilution of the school ethos f rorn outsi.de; and a

concentration of focus on academics within the school

ilself which prevents dilution of the ethos from

wi thin,
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE OF lHE STUDY

In september of 1985 I began employment Ín the

Garden Plains School Division as an itinerant guidance

counsel lor. The position called for the provision of

guidance services in the two high schoolE operated by

the Dívision: John Norquay Collegiate, in the Village of

crocus Hill, and Alfred Boyd Collegiate ín the VíIlage

of Garsonvi I I e.

My initial impressíon in goíng from one school to

the other from day to day was that there was a

noticeable difference between the two schools in terms

of a sense of order, relationships with teachers, and

aÈtitudes of students. At that poÍnt however, the

dístínctions were somewhat nebulous and dÍfficult to

define specifically, Later, while deieloping a profile
of John Norquay as an assignment for a graduate course

in Education, some of these differences were ídentified
in a more substantive f orm, I found, for example, that

the dropout rate in the school r¡as almost non existent,

that chronic absenteeism was virtually non existent, and

that traditionally about three quarters or more of each,

year's graduating class went on to further education
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after hish schooL

Inquiring as to the reasons for these unusually

positive high school traits, I was offered a number of

explanations by students, teachers, adminigtrators and

me¡nbers of the community. Suggested explanations

referred to the size of the community, the long term

continuÍty of staff in the school , the educational

background of community members, and the existence of a

large Mennonite population in the area, as well as other

possible factors. At the end of the road however, no

conclusive consensus emerged. Each individual who was

asked had his or her own individual perception of the

phenomenon,

An exploratíon of the literature on hígh performing

schools was informative in the same way, in that it
offered a number of plausible explanations for hÍgh

achíevement. In many of these theories, one could sense

a resonance with the John Norquay siiuation and see how

the partÍcular theoretical perspectíve could reflect
some aspect or aspects of the Norquay phenomenon. The

same dilemma arose however, in that there r¡ere a varÍety

of perspectives with no single theory or group of

theories emerging as the definitÍve final answer; none

which reflected the totalíty of the situation.
Given this background, and given my relatíonship
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with the institution, the purpose of this study has been

to folIow up these leads; develop a comprehensive

picture of the forces which have shaped and contínue to

shape the character of t,he school; and, informed by the

Iiterature on the subject, attempt to formulate an

expl anation for this phenomenon.

JOHN NORQUAY! THE SCHOOT

By all conventional measures John Norquay

CoIIegiate, in the ViIlage of Crocus Hill, l{anitoba is
an unusually effective high school, By conventional

measures I refer to those which have gained corünon usage

in describing the level of effectiveness in any school

These are¡ dropout rate, rate of participation in post

secondary education after high school, rate of chronic

absenteeism, failure rates, quality of student-teacher

interaction, and others. John Norquay Collegiate's

record in terms of these measures sets it apart in a

signifÍcant way from the norms of the Manitoba high

school sys t em,

I{hile provincial figures are unavailable on Èhe

dropout rate in Manitoba, the Department of Education

and Training, in its high school review document,

Chal lenoes and chandes (I988) quotes Rumberger (1987)

and Radwanski (1987) as estimating American and Canadian
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dropout rates as 30t and 33t resgectively. The Province

is beset with various difficultíes in arriving at an

accurate measure of the dropout rate in Manitoba.

First, the Department of Education and Training does not

at this lime have the ontario luxury of a centralized

computer system which can track students from school to

school uEing a unique identifying number for each

student. Further, the old procedure of arriving at

dropout rates by comparing the number of grade twelve

graduates in a certain year to the number of grade ten

students three years previously is no longer felt to be

reliable for it fails to account for those students who,

because of par! time jobs or other commitments may take

¡nore than the st,andard three years to complete their
high school program. Moreover, no accounting is
available for t.hose students who quit full time

attendance at high school to work, but contÍnue to take

high school courses in the evenings or through
I

correspondence. Given the absence of local figures the

Department appears to agree in general terms with the

Rumberger and Radwanski figures, observing: ". . . a

general consensus remains; a significant number of
2

students do not complete their high school education. "

ån informal survey of school counsel Iors in the

area of the Province surrounding crocus HilI yields the
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following figures on dropout rates: (Figures were

based on estimates of the average over the past five
years as exact numbers were, in most cases,

unavailable).

TÀBLE I: DROPOUT RÀTES IN AREA TIIGH SCHOOLS

Comnunitv DroÞout Rate (t)
Hal lbrough 15-20

lfayfield 16

Durban Ridge 5

Duston 15

GarsonvíIle 15

By way of contrast, a survey of class lists at John

Norquay Collegiate over the past five years shows an

annual dropout rate at or less than five percent.

Province wide figures on participation Ín post

secondary education are available f9.r. students t¡{o years
4

after graduation. Hoerever, figures on the number of

students attending a post secondary institutíon right
after graduation are not available. Lacking a

comprehensive tracking sl¡stem, the Department of

Education has attempted to estimate thís sequential post

secondary participatÍon figure by comparing the first
year enrollment at the Province's col Ieges and

universities with fall enrollment figures for the
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previous year's grade tlrelve cohort. This is the source

of the 20t figure which is often cited ín reference to

college and university participation, for the average

ratio of first year students to previous year's grade
,5

twelves has traditionally been in the 20/80 range.

There are clearly gaps in Euch an accounting

system. FalI grade twelve enrollment figures will not

match the end of year graduate numbers because of grade

twelve attrition and so we can't accurately know what

percentage of graduates continue on to Post secondary

education. Further, the system cannot account for

studentE going out of the Province, or students coming

in to the Frovince to attend fírst year university or

college. Given theEe problems, the system is no.longer

used to provide figures on sequential participation in
post secondary education, hoe¡ever the twenty percent

figure may be of limited use Ín estimating the general

area in which the actual figure must 'lie, given

allowances for a large margín of error.
An ínformal survey of school counsel lors in the

high schools of Crocus HÍll region of the Province

yields the fol lowing rough estimates of post secondary
6

attendance l



TÀBLE 2: POST SECONDARY PARTICIPÀTION RATES FOR HIGH

SCHOOLS IN THE CROCUS HILLS AREÀ

Conmunitv Percent Contínuínq Directlv to Post

Secondarv EducatÍ on

Hal lbrough 30-35

Mayfield 35

Durban Rídge 20

Duston 46

Garsonville 61

By way of contrast again, a look at the post

secondary plans Iists for John Norquay graduat€s since

1985, (Àppendix A), tells a different story. Àmong the

eighteen graduates of 1986, all eighteen applied to and

were accepted at post secondary instítutíons. of those

eighteen, sixteen registered in the fall, (89t). The

clasE of 1987 numbered sixteen, of which fifteen
graduated and eleven continued their education in the

fall (73t). All of the class of 1988 graduated

successfully with twelve of that class of fifteen
pursuing post secondary education (80t), In the 1989

class twenty students are listed of whÍch one faíIed to
conplete the grade twelve requirements. of the nineteen

successful graduates, seventeen were accepted at college

or university, and all registered in the falI (0.89t). '

The average over this four year period ís 81t.
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When they go to college or university, graduates of

the school appear to perform well academical ly,
According to the Garden HiIls Superintendent,

confidential data from universities indicates that

while grade points on average decline from grade twelve

to first year by approximately one half grade point, the

Norquay students in the Iate seventies scored a grade

point average increase of ,L8, Information from a

survey done by the school principal covering 1981 to

1983, (åppendix B), índicates that Norquay graduates had

grade point averages higher than the provÍncíal mean by

factors of 0, 93 , O,21, and 0,63.

Rates of chronic absenteeism vary widely across the

province from school to school and over Èime, and hard

figures on these rates are not available, By chronic

absenteeísm I mean a rate of absenteeism sufficient to

invoke a school's attendance policy to deal with the

student. At Norquay absenteeism is virtually non

existent. Since 1985 when I commenced employnent at the

school there has been only one case of chronic

absenteeism, this being supported on medical grounds by

the student ' s mother.

A review of classlists over the past five years

shows the failure rat,e at Norquay to be approximately

2-3t per year. This is much less than one night expect.
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partícularly so in view of the high level of academíc

performance required ín the school .

Vandalism in the school is virtually nonexistent'

In twenty six years of operation the school has had one

break in, and one incident of graffiti painted on a

wall. one needs only to walk down the hal lway of the

school and see the walls and floors, clean and unmarked,

and notice the lockers devoid of locks, to see that this

is a student body which respects the property of others

and takes ownershÍp of the school building as íts own.

THE SCHOOL, STUDENTS, å!¡D COMMUNITY

John Norquay is, (as of ttarch, 1992), a school of

just over one hundred students. It's a smal I school ,

perhaps as smal l as a school can get before becoming too

exgensive for an average rural school division to
opêrate. Classes are snall, the largest class being

twenty six students, the smallest enrol ling only nine.

As a result of this size, students come to know each

other well during the years fro¡n grades seven to twelve.

The social network Ís Emal I enough that if a particular

student has transacted some sort of mischief, every

other student in the school either knows who ls
responsible, or could find out quickly if interested,

Its size relative to those schools around it is
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indicated in the table below:

TÀBLE 31

Hal I brough

l,tayfíeld

Durban Ridge

Ðuston

Garsonvi 11e

GradeE 9- I2

Grades 9- 12

Grades K- 12

crades 7-L2

Grades 7-L2

STUDENT POPULÀTIONS OF HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE

CROCUS HILLS AREA

374

375

2r3

545

250

It may be suggested that the environment of the

smal I rural community is the major factor in the high

performance of the school; however the comnuni t y of

Durban RÍdge erhich is only five to ten minutes drive

away provides an ínterestÍng perspectíve on this
assumption. In the Durban Ridge high school one sees a

school which more closely approximates the

characteristics of the average Manitoba high school .

While estimates of the dropout rate are simílar to
Norquay's rate, other indicators such as chronic

absenteeism, failure rates, and the numbers of students

continuing theír education after graduation are more ín

line with the provÍncíal norm. In short, one sees

pretty much what one might expect to see in a regular

Manitoba high school To one who would suggest the
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rural setting as the source of Norquay's performence

then, the existence of the other school in a virtually
Ídentical geogra!¡híc setting with a simÍlar population

only five miles away, would necessarily caqt significant
doubt on this hypothesis,

It is of particular interest that the t¡ro schools

have developed different ídentíties, given the fact that

since 1970 the schools have operated a shared cam¡rus

system in which senior high Etudents take courses in
both schools throughout their high school careers.

This system was brought about in the early

seventies to combat the problem of decliniug enrollments

in senior hiEh classes. Thus, rather than offering a

BioloEy 200 class Ín each school with fron six tö twelve

students in each, the school divisions joined forces to

offer one class of Biology 200 with an enrollment of

twelve to twenty four. fhese senior high classes were

split between the schools and a shuitle bus was provided

to ferry the students f rorn town to town for their
classes. Under thÍs system then, a student may spend

the first period of the day in crocus HiIl, the second

in Durban Ridge, the third in Crocus Hill and the final
period back in Durban Ridge.

This of course also means that senior high studentq

from each of the two schools are mixed together during
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all of theÍr senior yêars. Yet, in sPite of thís' the

differences betneen the schools remain.

In the early eighties, attemPts to rationalize the

senior high program by having all senior high courses in

one co¡¡munity and all junior high courses in the other

were soundly rejected by both comnunities. The issue at

hand here was that of the placement of the senior high.

Perceiving it as the more prestigious of the two, each

community denanded that the senior high be placed with

them and neither would accept the junior high, After

some five years of negotiations, public meetings, and

generalízed acrimony, the issue was dropped and has not

been resurrected since.

THE COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT

å variety of interestÍng observations are available

from a review of information from the Statistics Canada

1986 Census, and Table 4 outlines selected

characteristics of the conrnunities.

Using this information, the Manitoba Atlas has

placed the communi ty of crocus Hill in the highest

category in terms of the Þercentage of population with

some post secondary education. This puÈs Crocus Hill in

the same category as the large urban areas such as

WinniBeE and Brandon; a category Iess well represenÈed
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among smaller rural corsnunities in the Province.

TABLE 4:

TotaI population I5
years and over:

Non universi ty
educatíon -

without certificate:

with certi ti cate :

Universíty Education-

without degree:

with degree:

Total Post Secondary
Educat i on l

Family Income -

Average:

Medi an 3

SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC
198 6 cENsUs ( Source:

MAN I TOBA

CHÀRACTERISTICS FROM
statístics Canada )

DURBAN RIDGE CROCUS
HI LL

625 425

Is 10(2.4r) (2.3sr)

100 85(r6.0t) (20.or)

ls 45(2.4r) (r0.s8)

30 20
(4.8e6) (4.7t)

150 160
(2s.6t) (37.64r)

s30,9ro $33,644

s26,849 s29,8ss

813,935

44,290
(s.44r)

105,700
(12.e8t)

81,840
(10.ost)

72,5L5
(8.s4t)

304,645
(37.43È)

s3s,486

$31,464

It is interesting to note the difference in post

secondary particípation betneen the two Èowns of Durban

Ridse (25.6t), and crocus Hilt (37.64t), This would
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appear to support the observation by students and

conmunity memberg that education and academic succeas

are priorities among the parents of Crocus HiII.
Iilhether the academic ethos of John Norquay,Collegiate is
a cause of this demographic phenomenon, a product of it,
or both, is a question on which further investigation
may shed some I ight.

The community is economical ly stable, inasmuch as

it is possible for a community based wholly on

agriculture, There is no resource based industry whose

economic ups and downs create immigration or emigration

from the community. Therefore, there is extrenely

limited migration in or out of the Village or area.

Most people in the area are long standing residents,

thus creatinq a strong sense of co¡n¡nunity continuíty.

Median and average family incomes in Crocus Hill
are closer to the provincÍal average than those of its
neighbour, Durban Ridge. Àgain, whether this is a cauge

or product of a higher rate of post secondary

participatÍon ís undetermined.

As if from some era past, the family unit in the

crocus Hill area is by and large intact. The

traditíonal roles of family members also prevail, with

fathers working outside the home and mothers usual ly
workíng in the home full time, or working on a limíted
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basis in traditíonally female occupations or helping on

the f arm.

According to Superintendent, John ltacdonald, Èhe

Garden Plains School DivisÍon Ís lhe smal lçst in the

Province in termE of student numbers and among the

largest in terms of geographical area. This may explain

why the preponderance of John Norquay students, (about

70t), are f ar¡n children. This of course brings with Ít
the idea of a hígher than average level of parent-child

interaction and a reduced influence of peers. There ís

virLually no activity in which a child rnay be involved

without his or her parent's hnowledge and approval , as

nearly all social activitíes for children will requíre

that the parents transport the chíld to wherever the

activity is taking place, Thus, the general level of
parental supervision would f,ar exceed that found ín

urban settings, at least to the age of sixteen.

Without doubt, part of thÍs pícture of stability
and solidity in the conununi ty is related to the

religious demographics of the area. A review of the

school registers indicates that approximately forty fíve
percent of the familÍes sending children to school are

members of the Mennonite faíth. It is a group which

takes its religion very seriously, and communicates its ,

set of sÈandards to its children in quiÈe unambiguous
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terms. The practical side of thís conviction was

evidenced in very clear terms at one point in the

sixties when then teacher (subsequently, principal),

BilI King's home was destroyed in a house fire and the

Mennonite community mobilized, building a new house for
his family with their own volunteer labour, It iE clear

to lhe observer how this conservative Mennonite presence

does much to colour the complexion of the community and

the s choo I .

Among the fifty five percent or so of non

Mennonites ín the area, churches of other faiths are a

significant influence for many as well.

STAF'F

The school staff consists of a principal who

teaches one quarter time, a vice principal who teaches

full time, and six full time Èeachers. As well, the

school is serviced by a resource teacher (half time),

one teacher aide, and a counsel lor (one third time). À

paraprof essi ona I runs the library, and the secretary

works half time in that role and half time as a teacher

aide.

flith the exception of the principal who began his

first year in the Division in 1990, almost all of the

staff of Èhe school have quite long assocíations ¡rith
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Norquay. MÍchael Bliss, the senior member, has been in

the school twenty seven years teaching Social Studies,

Mathematics and other courses. Marg Lawrence, l¡ho now

teaches English and Àrt, has been in the school

seventeen years, Ned Hanlan has taught Physical

Education and English at Norquay the last nineteen

years. Steve Hae¡kins, the Více Príncipal has been

teaching Mathematics and Science at Norquay for fifteen
years as has Bob oppenheÍmer, another scí€nce teacher

hired fresh out of Faculty thirteen years ago.

Norquay does have a couple of less experienced

staff on board. Ji¡n Brown has been teaching Business

Eubjects in the school since 1986. The other recent

addÍtion to the staff is Jim Kirk, whose teaching areas

are junior high school Social Studies and tanguage Arts.

Kirk just moved over to Norquay in 1989 after teaching

aL Lhe elementary school since 1976. His acquaintance

with the Norquay ethos is a longstanding one however as

he is himself a graduate of the school . One may

naturally wonder if this stability of staff may be a

significant factor in the school's performance. By

comparison with the other school in the Division,

Norquay's average staff seníority Ís 14.75 years. The

average staff seniority at her sister school , Àlfred

Boyd Collegiate in Garsonvil le is 10.4 years. Of eight
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staff at John Norquay, only two have been in the

divisíon less than thirteen years¿ (25t). of seventeen

staff at Àlfred Boyd ten have been there Iess than

thirteen years, (59t) and of those, eight have six years

or less in the Division.

EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS AND SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Of the academic, vocational , and social purposes of

education, the prioríty ranking in John Norquay would

readl I. Academic. 2. Academic, and 3. Vocational '

For this school communíty academÍc success is
measured by marks, plainly and simply. Academic success

neans graduating with good standing and continuing to

coIIege, university or the workplace in good stead.

This statement of mission is an unspoken one.

I.thile the unstated objectives of the school remaín

remarkably consistent from teacher to teacher, there

exists no school wide declaration of Þurpose or method

within the school. IÉ someone were to suggest the

articulation of such a common staternent of goals the

staff response would likely be something like,

"Everybody knows what we're doing. Why waste our time

stating what everyone already knows?"

The academic end of the school program is clearly

the school's primary focus. Extracurricular aspects of
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school life are given less aÈtentÍon by staff in
general. There are teams for boys senior basketbal I and

gírls senior volleyball as well as a boys seníor curling
and soccer team, This, however, is the extent of the

sports program in the school . Clubs are Iimited to the

Yearbook Commit,tee and t,he Student Council, Clubs in
other areas such as Drama, Music, the Àrts, and so on do

not exist.

CLASSROOM }IORK ÀND TEACHING

Permeating all of the classes in the school iE the

ongoing ínculcation of the academic ethos of l{orquay,

Before they arrive at the sêhool, elementary school

students hear about "how tough ít is," and throughout

their time there, the academic priority is constantly

reinforced from class to cIass.

Changes in teaching methodology have at times been

regarded as passing fashions and, whÉie there is ongoing

work wÍth new approaches, (partÍcularly in the Language

Arts area), the traditional methods still predominate in
the school. Students who expect a class in which

homework will be taken up, new materíal will be

introduced with lecture and notes, and new homework

questions assigned, will find their expectations

satisfied more often than not. There is limited
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evidence of teacher to teacher consultatíon on issues of

methodology. Each teacher has his or her style and by

and large, the onus is upon students to adapt to that

style rather than having the teacher adapt to the

student's styl e.

In the regular classes the principle of

organization is clearly evident. Classes start on tíme

and run their full length wíth interruptions absolutely

not tolerated. There are very clear expectations of

student behaviour and teacher behaviour, however these

are established by the staff themselves and student

input ís not solicited on these matterE.

Homework is regularly assígned and checked and

assessment by formal means occurs regularly. In alI
cases the assignments are returned promptly.

STUDENT BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPT{ENT

Student behaviour is indícative of the values set

imparted mutually by the home and the school Perhaps

the primary behavioral attríbute of studentE falls in
the area of respect; respect for property, and respect

for authority. Respect for authoríty is evident in
student's relationships with their primary authority
figures in the school, the teachers. Respect for
property is evident in a variety of pIaceE. The fact
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that the school has no problem with theft or vandalis¡n

ís an índicatíon of this characteristic. Probably the

most obvious indicator of this respect for property is
the fact that none of the students' lockers have locks

on them, While lhe option of placing a lock on their
lockers exists, students have not felt it necessary to

do so.

In the history of the school there has been one

incident of graffiti being sprayed on the exterior of

the school , and one break in. Fíghts in the school are

virtually unheard of, as are incidences of disrespectful

behaviour towards adul ts.
Students bring out the best in each other

academically more through competítíon for marks than

through mutual support. There is a clear peer pressure

to perform academical ly and to conform to the rules of

lhe school . Concomitant with this pressure to conform

to school rules is a strong pressure to conform to rules

of the Eocial group, This is a school in which it can

be very difficult to be different.

STUDENT ÀCI¡IEVEMENT

Approximately six students, or one per grade, are

líkely to fail to sat,isfactorily complete their year's

work in a given year. Of these, about half will be
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retaíned in their grade for another year. The other

half will be promoted t,o the next grade based on their
identífication as specÍal needs students.

The dropout rate at Norquay would be the envy of

many other high schools, Since 1985 there have been two

students leaving school before the completion of their
programs, I significant number of students of Mennonite

backEround transfer out to the Providence Collegiate

InstÍtute, a private religious boardÍng school in
another town. Thís usually occurs in the final years of

senior high school. Of thoEe who remain, ninety five
percent of them complete their programs. at Norquay,

following which about one fifth go to work or attend to

¡rork on the family farm and the other eighty percent

continue their education at coIIege or universÍty,

SUMMÃRY

This then is a brief portrait of' the school , its
environment and its people. A smal I school in a rural
community, it seems to stand out f rorn the schools around

it. It is Iocated in a prosperous agrícultural area

with a strong representation of adults r¡ho themselves

have pursued higher education. It has a large portion

of the population which represents the Mennonite faith,
It apparently has good support from the parent communÍty
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at large for the efforts of the school ' Its staff are

well experienced and most have been in the school for a

long period of time. They have strong expectations for

student performance and Eeem to show a high level of

consistency in expectation on two Ievels. The

expectation of each student seems quite consistent from

staff member to staff member, and each staff member

seems to have expectations which are consistent from

student to student. Students aPpear to relate welI with

staff. have few disciplinary problemE, and focus a large

percentage of their energy on academics, as ís the

expectation. Few fail, and very few droP out' Most go

on to further educatíon after high school .

In pursuit of the factor or interaction of factors

which has created this picture the first logical step is

to review the results of others' searches for the

sources of high performance in schools' åccordingly the

next chapter will be devoted to this task.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED LITERATURE

A review of related Iiterature may shed some light
on which of these factors have appeared elsewhere, and

may províde some clues as to possible formats for thÍs

s tudy .

å seminal study of factors related to school

effectiveness was the "Coleman Report" on Equality of

Educational opportunity. The Coleman team, co¡mníssioned

by the Congress of the United States, made a sweeping

two year study in which some 570,000 pupils were tested

along wiÈh 60,000 teachers, and information was gathered

on over 4,000 schools, The study brought an extensive

range of statistical tools to bear on the question of

whether differences existed in the quality of education

provided to black and white students in the UnÍted

States.

A number of interesting and unexpected findings

emerged at the end of the long and labrynthine
quantitative trail, among the¡n: the observation that

lhere was virtually no relationship between school

facilities and academic achievement or per pupil

expenditure and academic achievement. Writing in lhg
Publj.c Interest (1966), Coleman observed:
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Per pupil expenditure, books in the
líbrary, and a host of other facilities and
curricular measures show virtually no relation
to achievement if the "social" environment of
the school - the educational backgrounds of
other students and teachers - is held constant.
(p' 73)

Coleman's conclusion pointed to the social

environment of the home as the grealest factor relating
to achievement i.n the school setting:

Àltogether, the sources of inequality of
educational opportunity appear to lie first in
the home itself and the cultural influences
immediately surrounding the home; then they Iie
in the school's ineffectiveness to free
achievement from the impact of the home and
in the school's cultural homogeneity which
perpetuates the social ínfluences of the home
and its environs, (Ibid. p.7a)

coleman further suggested the existence of cultural

factors within the school itself, factors springing

from the social environment of the peer group, which

showed a slrong correlation with school achj.evement:

Attributes of other students account for
far more variation in the achievement of
minority group children than do any attributes
of school facilities and slightly more than do
attributes of staff, (E. E, O. R., p. 302)

The Equality of Educational Opportunity Report etas

significant not only for its findings, but also for its
method. It took the focus away f rorn school inputs as a

measure of effectiveness and brought that focus Èo bear
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on the output or performance factor as a criteria for

establishíng the level of a school's performance.

Critics have pointed to the narrowness of using academic

achíevement as the sole output measure and suggested

that other factors such as retention rates, post

secondary partícípation rates, income and occupation of

graduates, and even such measures as reported happiness

and self esteem should be considered, The use of

academic achievement as a measure however did set lhe

standard for looking at output, and as such made

possible the consideration of these other output

measures as indicators of EchooI success in studies

which fol l owed it ,

In a more recent work (1987) on public and private

high schools, Coleman and Hoffer again found that a

cotnmon or shared set of values in the home was a

signíficant determiner of school achievement. Comparing

the dropout rate at Catholic and independent prívate

schools, the authors attribute the lower dropout rate in
the Catholic schools to:

, the functional community that
exists around a religious body to which the
families adhere and of which the school is
an outgrowth. The independent private schools,
in contrast, ordinaríIy lack such a community,
consisting as they do of a collection of
parents who have individual Iy chosen a school
but who do not constitute a community outside
the school . (p.21a)
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While acceptÍng that there seerned to exist a

correlation between lower achieving schools and student

bodíes drawn from 1o¡,rer socioeconomÍc status and/or

minority families, 9lilbur Brookover (I979) ,contested the

implícalion of a causal relationship. Working from the

observation that some schools with disadvantaged

students were capable of high achievement he suggested

that there were factors within each school which could

be modified in order to improve school performance.

Through observation of "effective" schools,

(effectiveness beÍng based on critería such as state

achievement tests, surveys of student self-concept of

academic ability. and student self relíance), Brookover

and others focused on the importance of the Eocial

climate wíthin the school as a determining force in
school achievement.

Brookover (1982) posited the existence of three

clusters of characterÍstics which influence school

effectiveness. The first of these is the ideology of

the school , or that set of conunon beliefs, norms and

expectations about student performance which permeate

the staff and student body. Second among the

characteristícs is the organization of the school into a

non stratified community of the $rhole in which

expectations are consistent for all, as opposed to a
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sítuation in which different expectations exist for

different ability groups. Final Iy, Brookover identifies
the cluster of Ínstructional practíces, including facets

such as time on task, reinforcement Iearning,

assessment, and student team learning.

Brookover's work has both positive and negative

qualities to it. on the one hand, it redeems the

educational effort from the social determinism of the

early Coleman sensibility. Under Coleman it seemed

apparent that the social backgrounds of a school's

students would determine the level of that school's

performance, the most noble efforts of educators to

improve that performance notwi ths tanding . Brookover put

the educator back at the helm, showing that school

improvement was an educational possibility,
on the other hand, Brookover may be accused of

viewing a complex phenomenon in terms which are perhaps

too simplistic. He has developed a ?Togram which is in
effect, an effective schools cookbook in which you take

an ineffective school, add uniform expectations, add

organizational factors, effective instruction and

consistent discipline, heat with assessment and

reinforcement, and finish at the end with an effective
school . To be sure, he has identified a number of

characteristics which influence school performance
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however to limít one's vision to this list of

ingredients is to ignore a variety of other influential
f actors.

Working from an longitudinal rather than

correlational perspective, MÍchael Rutter et. al . (1979)

examined a cohort of some 1487 ten year olds prior to

entering secondary school and then retested them in
their third year. Using self report and observational

measures as well as teacher intervíews and pupÍl

questionnaires he studied five outcome measures,

specifical I y: behaviour in school , attendance,

examination success, employment, and delinquency.

Echoing Coleman's work, one of the findings of the

study was that physícal f act.ors seemed unimportant in
school performance. His exploration of factors

influencÍng school performance, while supporting both

coleman and Brookover, $rent beyond the sum of the two.

Like Brookover, he found institutiona'l factors nere in
evidence; factors such as teacher behaviours, puBil

responsibÍlity, and incentives. Líke coleman he found

that the academic strength of incoming students was a

factor. Going beyond this however, he suggested that

the combination of these factors working together

created a whole effect which was qreater than the sum of

the parts:
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. the assocÍation between the
combined measure of overal l school process and
each of the measures of outcome was much
stronger than any of the assocíations with
individual process variables. This suggests
that the cumulative effect of these various
social factors was considerably greater than
the effect of any of the individual factors on
theír own, The implication is that the
indívidual actions or measures may combine to
create a particular ethos, or set of values,
attitudes and behaviours which v¡i11 become
characteristic of the school as a whole.
(p. 17e)

A further significant implication of thê Rutter

sÈudy was lhe suggestion that a causal, rather than

simply correlational relationship could be drawn between

school ethos and school product l

, the total pattern of findings
indicates the strong probability that the
associations between school process and
outcome reflect in part a causal process.
In other words, to an apprecíable extent
children's behavi.our and âttitudes are shaped
and influenced by their experiences at school
and, in particular, by the qualÍties of the
school as a socíal instítutíon. (p. 179)

The work of Brandwein (1981) descrÍbes an

ecological framework to explaín school performance.

Using the analogy of a thermostat he suggests:

In effect, the social system in these
communities contaíns a kind of servomechanísm:
a device responsive to feedback and to
evaluation of the factors . . . necessary for
the success of a school system. (p, 16)
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The system as a whole functions as a closed system

of interdependent factors v¡hich interact with each

other; as each factor approaches its oplimum Ievel of

effectiveness, the system as a whole moves to¡.rards

optÍmun effectiveness as a system, Conversely, as in

the analogy of the forest or pond system, "if a factor

essential to the Iife of the forest (say, water)

deteriorates, the forest deteriorates, If a factor

essenlial to the liËe of a school (say, support by the

community) deteriorates, the school deteriorates. "
(p. 17)

FRA¡tiEWORK FOR THE ANATYSIS

This review of literature on school effectiveness

provides direction in terms of the framework for
analyzing the John Norquay case. Is its performance

explicable in terms such as CoIeman.mi.ght suggest: that

the home influence has created a peer group culture

which has established the school's leveI of achievement?

Is it a case, as with Brookover's analysis, where the

social climate of the school has been created by schooì

ideology, organization and instructional practices, and

these things determÍne its achievement? Could it be,

as Rutter suggests, that the home context and school

factors have combined to create an ethos which has
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shaped the meaning participants assign to their
experience of school, thereby defining the performance

of the school itself? May it be the type of ecological

system described by Brandwein, in which the interaction

of factors over the years has created and maintaj.ned the

conditions necessary for optimum performance? The study

seeks to determine to e¡hat extent these conceptual

frameworks either individually or collectively help to

make sense of the John Norquay phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Based on the aforegoing descript.ion of, the school

and its environment, a number of leads suggested

themselves as possible factors behind the school's
performance. These include factors such as: the smal l
community, the rural context, the religious

demographícs, the stable staff, parental educational

backgrounds, competitive climate between communities,

length of staff service time in the school , closely knit
social netr¡orks, and administrative consistency in
expectations. A major goal of the study therefore, has

been to pursue each of these leads to determine their
effects on the performance of the school .

This study has attempted to pursue these leads

primarily through the use of interviews. Printed

materials such as Board minutes, Sctrool DÍvision

documents, newspaper articles, yearbooks, and so on were

uEed as adjuncts to the main source of data collection.
Interviews were organized into two blocks as

follows: The first group of int.erviews sought to define

some areas of inquiry for the second set of ínterviews.

With thiE in mind, three significant individuals were

identified for this first interview group. they
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included: the current Superintendent of the School

Division, the current Chairman of the Board of Trustees,

and the current príncipal of the school

The Superintendent was chosen because.of his long

term associatÍon with the school, first as a teacher and

counsellor, and Iater as Superintendent. The work of

Easton (L965) íllustrates the concept of a feedback loop

by whictr political constituencies provide input to
policy makers on the acceptability or unacceptability of

their polícy decisions. To use Brandwein's analogy,

Iike the thermostat whÍch reads room temperature and

makes adjustments accordingly, the administrators ¡¡ithin

a system are the focal points of this feedback loop.

Since, in a small school division such as this, much

feedback also goes through the supe rint endent ' s office,
the current Superintendent of the Division, John

Macdonald, was Ídentified as a primary resource,

The chairman of the Board of Tru'frtees was chosen

because of the combinatÍon of perspectives he could

bring to the study. Bob Borden, himself a graduate of

the school in the 1960's offers the perspectives both of

student and policy maker; the perspectives of the early

years of the school and of the present time. Born and

raised in the area, he brings to the study the

perspective which comes with an intimate knowledge of
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the communi ty.
The current principal of the school, Alex Mackenzie

was chosen because he was new to the school , having

arrived there in September of 1990. As such, he was in
a position to shed an objective light on the character

and quality of the school as compared to others he has

seen and worked in. Further, he was in a positíon to
describe whatever processes of indoctrination rnay occur

with an administrator new to this particular settÍng.

This first set of three intervietrs was used to seek

out leads lo be pursued in the second set of intervíews

which took place with former students of the school . Às

well, the Superintendent and Chairman of the Board ¡.rere

asked to suggest suitable objective and articulate
candidates for the second round of interviews, based on

their acquaintance with the alumni of the Collegiate.

Former sludents are an important source of

information in that they have been t'he focus of the

educational efforts of the school , Further, they have a

personal awareness of how those educational services

have helped or hindered them Ín their pursuits in the

adult world of college, university or the world of work.

With this in mind, a list of names was gleaned from the

Superintendent and Chairman and a Iist of interview

candidates created, This list was then modified by the
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of graduation, post secondary destinations. sex, and

rural or town home setting, and a final list of twelve

former students was created. of the twelve, eight of

these graduates were interviewed indívidually and the

intervíeç¡s transcribed fron tape subsequent to the

interview, The eight were chosen from the list of

twelve according to their geographical availability for
an interview.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The first set of three ínterviews explored the

f ol lowing questions:

1. Is John Norquay different from other schools in
Manitoba? If so, ín what ways?

Probe for: a) Is the school being perceived as

uni que?

b) What characteristics determine this
uniqueness?

2, Has your impression of the school remained constant

or changed over time?

Probe for: a) differences in perception based on

role relative to the school (ex.

student, trustee, teacher,

superÍntendent, etc. ) ;
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b) degree of consistency regarding the

way the school has been perceived

over the years;

c) degree of consistency in perception

of the school between subjects.

3, !{hat effect do you think each of the followÍng has

had on the school: community size, rural context,

religious demographics, staff, parental influences,

competitive climate between communities,

administrative po1 icies?

Probe for: a) Perception of the influence of each

of these factors in influencing

school perf ormance .

4, Do other factors exist which may have contributed to

the school's performance?

Probe for: a) Perception of other factors related

to school performance.

5. Have there been times in whÍch the community seemed

unhappy with some aspect of policy or practíce

within the school? If so, how was thiE communicated

and what was the result?

Probe forr a) Examples which t¡il1 illustrate a

feedback loop íf such exists.

b) descriptions of communi cati on

netnorks in the communi ty/ schoo I
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context;

c) Indications of community sentiments,

priorities, demands , etc,

6, If a new principal ¡¿ere to assume command of the

school . would he/she experience an indoctrination
process of any kind? What form(s), if any, would

thÍs process take?

Probe for: a) Existence of acculturation process

or nonexistence of same;

b) sources of the acculturation
process;

c) methods of accul turati on;

d) character of the culture or ethos

being conveyed to the newcomer.

7, can you suggest a list of names of former students

who would represent a good cross section of the

Norquay alumni, and who may be willing to talk about

their experience wíth this School?

STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Interviews with former students addressed the

foI I owing questions:

L, DÍd they have any ímpressions of the school before

they attended as students? If so, how were these

impressions communicated to them?
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Probe for: a) description of school

cul ture/ ethos ;

b) description of incul cati on

process;

c) identity of Ínculcators (ex.

parents, el ementary teachers,

sibl ings, peers ) ,

2, Did they see the school as being different from

other schools in Manitoba they had heard of or may

have attended at one time? If so, in nhat ways was

it perceíved to be different?
Probe for: a) consistency between their

expectation and their experience of

the school;

b) perception of Norquay as unique;

c) characteristics which cause it to

be perceived as unique.

3. If Lhey saw the school as different, what ¡¡ere the

sources of this impression? (ex. fellow students,

parents, teachers, personal experience, other).

Probe for: a) sources of the impression that the

school has unique characteristics;

b) consistency,between their personal

experience of the school and

perceptions lhey had heard from
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others;

c) whether their personal experience

of the school modified the prior

impression had of it.
4, What effect díd they think each of the following

had on the school: community size, rural context,

religÍous demographics, staff, parental influences.

competítive climate between communities,

administrative poI icies, other factors?

Probe forr a) the perceived relationship between

andeach of the above factors

school perf ormance.

5, Do they see factors which have not been discussed

that may have contributed to the school's

performance?

Probe for: a) perceived relationships between

factors or interactions not

as yet identified and school

perf ormance ,

STUDENT RESPONDENTS

Eight students in aII were int,erviewed. The number

eight was seen as a compromise which would allow for
enough variety among respondents yet at the same time

avoid creating a ponderous mass of data too voluminous
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to use effectively. Each interview was tape recorded

and transcribed later with the resulting data from

sludent interviews amounting to some two hundred pages

of interview transcripts.
Student respondents were selected with a view to

obtaining a broad cross section in terms of communities

of origin, farrn/town contexts, college/university/work
plans, sex, and year of graduation, Accordingly, of the

eight, four are male and four are female, Five have

their homes in the crocus Hill area and three originate
from !he outlying feeder communities. Four respondents

were farm residents and four were living in the town of

Crocus HilI during their school years. The respondents

cover a five year period in terms of their year of

graduation with one from 1986, two from 1987, two from

1988, one from L989, and two from 1990. Post secondary

destinations roughly reflect the profile of graduates as

a whole in that four of the respondents went to

unÍversity after hígh school , three to other programs,

(two to community college and one to a hospital nursing

program), and one to working on the farm after a brief
time in a post secondary program,
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TABLE 53 DESCRIPTIoN oF RESPoNDENTST BÀCKCRoUNDS

NAI,fE

Pat

Stan

GIoria

Lisa

Paul

Dani e I

Terry

shauna

sEx

F

M

F

F

M

M

M

F

HOME

Farm

Fa rm

Farm

Town

Farm

Tor,rn

Town

Town

198 6

r987

1987

1990

1988

1990

198 9

l-988

GRÀDUÀTED DESTINATION

Universi ty
Col I ege

Nurs i ng

work

Uni v/Wo rk

University

Universi ty
Universi ty

Fol lowing is an overview of the respondents and

their backgrounds: (Pseudonyms have been used in each

case).

Pet is a female graduate of the Collegiate. She

came from one of the outlying community feeder schools,

graduated in 1986, and went on to the University of

Manitoba where she completed a Bachelor of Education

program. At the time of this study she was in her fÍrst
year of full time employment as an elementary school

teacher.

Stan also came from an outlying communíty, He

graduated from Norquay in 198? and went to Àssiniboine

Corununity College for a diploma program in electronics

technology. Àfter some tÍme working for a business
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machines firm in a larger centre he moved back to the

family farm which was where his interview took place.

Gloria also graduated from Norquay Ín L987 after
coming into the school from an outlyÍng community feeder

school. FoIlowing her graduation she completed a two

.year diploma nursing program and, after working for a

time as an emergency ward nurse in a larger centre,

returned èo her home area where she married and obtained

a job in an area hospital .

Lisa came to Crocus Hill half way through

elementary school . she graduated from Norquay in 1990,

registered in a technical school program and withdre¡¡

after about six weeks. At the time of this interview

she was settling in to married life and living with her

husband on a farm in the area,

Paul graduated from Norquay in 1988 and went

directly into a physical education degree program. He

withdrew from the program at Lhe end of the first year,

took a year off and then enrolled in the Àgriculture

Diploma program at the Uníversity of Manitoba. He was

part way through this program at the time of the

interview,

Daniel's family moved from a mining community

outsi.de of the Province and he entered Norquay in the

middle of grade seven, He completed his studies at
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Norquay in 1990 and went on to a Science degree prograrn

at university en route to a Pharmacy program. At the

time of the interview he was r.rorking on his science

degree.

Terry eras born and raised in the Village of Crocus

HiI1. He attended Crocus Hill elementary school and

went on to John Norquay, graduating in 1989, At the

time of the intervies¡, Terry was working on completing

an Arts degree at university with aspirations to enter

the Faculty of Law at the University of Manitoba.

Shauna was born outside of Crocus HiIl but her

family moved lhere whj.le she eras an ínfant. Like Terry,

she attended school in Crocus Hill from kindergarten to

grade twelve. After graduating ín 1988 she continued

her education in the Faculty of Management at the

University of Manitoba and was about to enter her final
year when her interview took place,
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CHAPTER 4

INTERVIEW RESULTS

ThÍs chapter will attempt to provide an overview of

responses to the interview questions by integrating both

the responses from the three primary interviews and the

eight student interviews. cornmon themes will be

identifÍed as will contradj.ctions among respondents,

For the sake of simplicÍty and clarity, the questions

wÍl1 be dealt with here Ín the order they were asked of

respondents in the interviews,

1.

"last year when I vrent to university I
found that I was a lot more prepared than a
lot, of other students. " (Daniel)

Nine of eleven respondents indicaÈed that they saw

Norquay as distinct from other schools in the Province,

The remaining two responsea could not definititively be

categorízed as either a yes or a no. Shaunats

description is representative of the nine in identifying
the fact that there was the perception of a difference,

albeit a difficult one to describer

I was kind of trying to think what it is(that makes thÍs school different), and I
can'L say that I know, but I kno¡¡ that kids
from Durban Ridse and kíds from Catskill are
a lot different than the kids fro¡n Lyon,
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Bracken, Wier and Crystal City that came to
this school . I don't know what it is
but it's just a different mentali.ty or a
dífferent, priorities.

Lisa exhibited that same sense of attempting to

describe an intangíbIe phenomenon, however she was able

to define the focus Ín terms of the different priorities
to whích Shauna aIluded:

. educatíon is a top prioríty I think
more than ín other schools, It's just
something that. just the envíronment. I don't
know how to explain why it happens but it's
there,

John Macdonald, the Superintendent of the School

Division attempted to describe this difference by giving

evidence of its outcomes:

Interviewer: I wonder at this point if,
having seen the last twenty six years , do you
see that school as beíng different f rorn other
schools in the Province?

Macdonald: Different today?
Interviewer: Yes
Macdonald: I'm not sure the nandate is

as clear anymore, although, you know what the
results of the last math exam were don't you,
the lasl províncial math exam?

Interviewer: No.
Macdonald: Norquay had no failures, had

two students do in excess of twenty-nine out
of thirty. and had an average ot 77È,

Interviewer: Versus Boyd?
Macdonaldl versus Boyd which had four

failures and a class average about ten percent
I ower ,

Daníel identified the results of this difference as
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being manifest in uni versi ty:

Daniel: . . , last year when I went to
university I found that I was a lot more
prepared than a lot of other students.

Interviewer: How so?
Daniel: fn our science courses; I took

basic health sciences last year, and in physics
I didn't have any problem with it, but people
from other schools said that they'd never taken
it. Half the year r,¡as revien for me. Same in
chemistry. It was about the same.

These quotations serve to adumbrate the types of

responses to this question. In all of the cases,

educators and almuni alike, there existed the perception

of a clear difference between this school and other

schools. The consensus among participants was that this
difference was most strongly expressed in terms of an

attitude which placed a strong emphasis on academic

achi evement .

I think the parents
if the eighty percent of
uEual . (Bob Borden )

2,

would be disappointed
kids didn't go on as

The Íssue of whether the Norquay image had remained

consistent over time could be answered only by John

I'lacdonald and Bob Borden, as they were the only ones

with an historical perspective on the school. John

Macdonald indicated that there have been some changes in
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methodologies bul that lhe mandate has remained

consistent, He describes how the focus on academics is

often achieved at the expense of ancillary actívities
such as athletícs, drama, music and so on. I{ith a few

exceptions he sees the community support for this focus

to be the same now as il was when he taught there in the

first years of the school's history:

For years the community has supported
(the academic focus), and as we've talked
about, sti11 seems to support it, despite the
fact that there's the odd growling and grumbling
in certain quarters.

Board Chairman, Bob Borden also identified this
consistency among the parent community in terms of its
expectations of the school:

I don't think that the educati.onal
standards have changed, or the feelings of
the parents. I think the parents would be
disappointed if the eíghty percent of kids
didn't go on as usual . I can't think of any
parents in our Divisíon who don''t want and
expect their kids to finish grade twelve.

3.

"Everybody in the whole town is really
keen on m"kittgl giving the beEt lo their
kids, " ( terry )

In addressing community size and its effects, the

overarching theme ¡¡hich resPondents identified was the

idea of the close networks that exist in a small
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conununity. rhis overarching theme led to the emergence

of three sub themes connected wíth lhe existence of

those close net¡.rorks. namely: accountability, support,

and competi t i on,

Bob Borden's remarks describe the kind of personal

accountability students in the community grow up with,
and lhe kind of support they can expect to receivet

You don't get ar¡ay with anythíng in a
small community. If you're a smal l kid and
you smash a window it's only a matter of
minutes before the owner knows who did it.
And thaL teaches you responsibility and
respect. If you get, cauqht doing that it's
an embarrassment to the whole conmunity,
Another thinq that I think is good; !{ith
friends here, if you ever needed anythíng you
¡¿ouldn't hesítate to ask for it and I wouldnrt
hesitate lo lend someone five, ten, twenty
dollars and never worry about getting it back,
There was trust.

A significant effect of community size in Stan's

eyes r.res that teachers came to know each individual
sludent's personal ity and potential .weI1 :

Everybody knows everybody, I guess
people tend to get along a little better that
way. And teachers know your background, so
that would help too. They know how you've
been brought up and what your temperament Ís
líke and so on. I would say that made a
difference,

This idea of close connections resulting in closer

teacher student ties was echoed by others, for example,
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shauna :

I would say that (in) Crocus HilI as
opposed to Winnipeg, you'd have a definite
impact because, iike I said before, you don't
see your teachers in I{innipeg at the ball game,
or if you do it's a mere coincidence and you
don't help out at the fall smorg at the potato
bin next to the teacher that's working at the
gravy bin, you know, So I would say that in
that way a smal I community is better because
you get to know people better and then if you
know a person you can form an opinion about
them other than just being a superior and a
teacher and then you have a respect for them,

Gloria made reference to this concept of close ties
in terms of student-student closeness and talked about

it's outcomes:

I think that just, not only knowing your
teachers welI enough and knowing that you have
the support of the community, you know, knowing
your friends' families and knowing your friends'
frÍends and the closenessi I think that makes
a big difference as far as sort of feeling
comfortable with what you're doing and alsogetting the support you need to do your best,
and also having the extra push from your peers
and from those people close to you because you
want to do welI, because you don.'t want to fall
behind everybody. LÍke it's expected that
you're going to finish school and you're going
to do this But you know, it's just
expected and I think that the size of the
community makes you that much more willing and
that much more set on doing well.

Daniel identified the lack of external distractions
as a factor of community size which may have had an

effect on school performance:
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Maybe a Iarger town might be better, but
there might be a downside to that. If you have
a Iarger town, you have more things to do,
you're going to put your school aside, I found
that.

The followíng excerpt from Stan's intervíew

supports this same notion:

SLan: Well, another thing I was just
thinking about too, Iike as far as staying out
of trouble, every day I'd be gone f rorn home
f rom, I think I'd geÈ on the bus at about 7:30
or quarter to eight and I'd drive to school
and be Lhere ail day, like you can't go
anywhere from the school , You're stranded
there. And then I'd ge! home at 4:30, quarter
to five, So Lhat's a long, . . . you
haven't got a lot of time to be going anywhere
else.

Interviewer: You can't run down to the
arcade. Stan: No, that's right. You just
can't do it. Haven't got time. And really I
guess in Crocus HiII, I can't think of anywhere
that they would go in town. Like I don't
remember people ever wandering off from school
much to go downtown.

Interviewer: There was nothing to go to?
Stan: No, absolutely nothing.

Another feature which emerged in' díscussion of the

effect of community size e¡as the idea that the community

of students which was formed in John Norquay Collegiate

was actually a composite of groups from the Village of

Crocus HiIl and the outlying villages of Bracken, Wier,

and Lyon, each wiLh its own tradition of communiLy

pride. John Macdonald described this situation within

the context of a volleyball garne:
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When I'm talkinE about the volleyball
team, if the principal's son and the
custodian's son are both playing volleyball,
and íf some of your key players are from each
of the surrounding conununitÍes, then you have
a mix of publics that have the common goal of
that team doÍng well. So theyrre standing
there cheering alongside each other where a
year to two before they would have been
cheering agains! each other.

Lisa described how the mix of conununities may have

been responsible for creating an undercurrent of

compet i ti on :

Probably (community size had an effect
on the school) to a point because there was
not as many students, and because of the
community beíng so smal I we had to have one
school with so many different townE. So you
got so many different people, but, different
ideas were all brought together into one l ump
I guess. Maybe that's why it was competitíve
because we had so many different towns, We
lreren' t just one town.

Pat's response to this quest,ion illustrated that
this prlde of the smaller constituent communitíes is
sti I I a force:

I don't feel that Crocus Hill puts a lot
into theÍr school, I don't feel that they put
a lot into anything community oriented, but of
course I'm biased, becauge I think that Wier
does.

The conversation with Terry shows the interaction
of community competitiveness and close community
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Terry: I think (community size) would
have a big part to do wíth competition.
Everybody knows everybody. The classes are
small, and especiatly in the double 0level,
And you know everybody and because everybody's
your frLend ít's not rea11y a competitj.on that
is unhealthy., It creates a healthy
competition because you cen always give each
other the works, and it never ever was
destructive. I just leads to better
performance I think.

Interviewer: I wonder why that exists
in this community and it doesn't in other
communiLies the same size.

Terry: WeIl maybe it's just the s¡hole
overall, the school and the cornmunity
has always had a tradition of, of
doing well and going on to better things.
And maybe a lot of other communities have
never had that way of thinking. A lot of
other communities are sports minded and Èhey
want you lo go to school but number one they
want you to be a good athlete; or a community
thal's realIy really rural and the kids that
graduate get married and go farmíng and the
girls or the guys go back and work for their
dad and that kind of thíng. I think that
everyone here, I think that the community
expects íts students to do well also.
Everybody gets a big kick our af. goÍng to the
graduation ceremonies and seeing what students
are doing next year and they'lI always stop you
on the street and ask how school is going,

Interviewer: They do?
Terry: Yea, everybody does that. Even

people that aren't even your family or close
friends. I just ç¡ent in the drug store the
other day and the first question that the
clerk asked me was how was my intersession
going, and had I caught up my courses this
winter since my operation, Everybody in the
whole town is realIy keen on making.
giving the best to their kids,
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4.

There are a lot of stabilizing things out
here, and everyone knows you. (Bob Borden)

As with theír perceptions on communit y size,

respondents identified three main themes which they saw

as being connected with livíng in a rural setting.
lhese are: the idea of rural values or v¡ork ethic. the

concept of strong peer support and the concept of strong

parental support. John Macdonald described his

perception:

There was definitely a work ethic there.
Students were expected to do theÍr homework.
It didn't matter how much was assigned. It
would likely get done withouÈ any complaints.

Interviewer: 9fould you see that as
something that is normal Iy associated with
rural communities anywhere or specific to
that c ommuni ty?

Mr, Macdonald: Irve seen it ín other
places, but it was certainly evi.dent there,
I saw it at (my home town) when. .I was growing
up there, the same thing was evident Èhere.

Intervíewer: So it existed in other
t owns ?

Mr. Macdonaldr To a degree, It existed
to a degree in other pleces across the region.
but there boy! If a student wasn't
working you just talked to lheir parents for
about ten seconds and you didn't have any
problem with getting any work done.

While others mentioned the concept of the rural

work ethic, lhey were inclined at the same time to add

some qualificalions. The Principal, AIex Mackenzie
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There's that work ethic and the parents
expect that but also I don't think it's unusual.
I noticed the same kínd of thing ín (another
rural town) where attitudes towards working
were simi I ar,

Paul qualifíed his observations on work ethic as

welI:

well I guess it's always the belief that
the rural people have a lot more of a realistic
idea of what's going on than city dwel lers but,
maybe that helps them to perform better, I don't
know, maybe they have a bêtter work ethic, like
right from the ground up.

Interviewer: Just from the kind of
I i festyl e they have?

PauI: Yea. A little bit better work
ethic from their home life and growing up on
the f arm, Maybe that doesn't have a big part
of it anymore but probably it used to.

Discussing the question on rural context, Bob

Borden made an incidental observation about how the

economic structure of a rural communiiy may bring about

a certain set of values and attitudes towards work:

Another thíng that probably improves lhe
quality of education or students in our area
is the fact that we're all businessmen, either
a businessman or a professional person.

Interviewer 3 Can you expand on that?
Borden: Well, of all the kids in John

Norquay, their parents are either running a
business in town or running a farm business.
There are some that are workers too but there's
a real high percentage of people that are
either running a farm business or grocery store
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or they are somethÍng like a mechanic or a
teacher or doctor or lawyer or something like
that where you have to go for educatíon.

Paul saw this strong business presence as creating

an atmosphere of initiative and self motivatíon:

I guess it r¡ould give you more initiatíve
because your mother or dad doesn't just work
on the assembly line somewhere. It might give
you a liCtle more inítiatíve to see that
they've done well, and they've gone out on
their own and they're completely independent
of anyone else so , ,

Interviewer: Ànd it ¡¡ould create a kind
of independence?

Paul: Yes, it would give that person more
of a wil lingness to work because they can see
what happens. You can be successful on your
own, not just have a routine job to go to.

Participants lrere emphatic on the idea of strong

support networks in the rural conmunity settíng. On the

topic of peer support networks Bob Borden related:

There are a lot of stabilíz.ing things out
here, and everyone knows you. If you're having
trouble in the community r.rhether it's with the
wífe or the farm or r¿hatever and people know
that, and your kids are reacting in a negative
way, people understand that and make exce¡,tionE
for your kids. They'lI try and help them out,
bend over backwards to help them. In the city
they don't know them to start Hith so you donrt
get the support. It's like one big family in a
way. You may not realize yourre getting the
support but it's there.

Lísa began discussing rural values and then moved

Lo the idea of group support, saying:
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I think meybe growing up on the farm you
might, maybe treasure things a little more or
things migh! be a little more important to you
and you understand the concept of hard work and
dedication because you've grown up wÍth that
and that's going to stay s¡ith you forever, so
it comes into the school . I don't knowjust in a rural community everyone knows
everyone and that being small and rural
it just brings everyone a IittIe closer.

Interviewer: Ànd what kind of effect
does that have?

Lísa: . . when someone is say, in a
math contest or something and since you're aII
good friends you root for that person and in a
city school you wouldn't know; you wouldn't
care, The math contest team; you probably
wouldn't even know half the people on it, but
here you do. You do know who it is and you
know them personal ly and you're friends with
them and so you root for them; but in lhe city
schools you don't know them; like they could
be in your grade but they could be in three
other classes; Iíke you could never have seen
them before, so what do you care?

GIoria identified the rurai support network as

something which fostered the development of common sets

of val ues :

WeIl, (laughs), everybody's business is
everybody else's. ( laughs) No. But it's true.
In a way it's true, Everybody knows what
everybody else, how everybody else is doing
and so, you know, you don't want to be the
bottom oul of sixteen people, because
everybody knows you're the bottom. And that's
a silly $¡ay to look at it, but that's one
thing, And another thing in the rural
community ís Èhat you have so much support
and if you were to make fríends from Lyon,
even though it's forty miles from my mom and
dad's, it's not a big deal to say, "I'm going
to Lyon to see so and so,rror "I'm goi.ng to
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study with this person." And I thínk you
broaden sort of, I don't know how to express
it, I think it makes you a better person
because for one, you trust. and you have
respect for other peoplers belongings. things,
feelings. I think you learn a lot of basic
morals and things that will make you go a lot
further once you get to, you know, the bigger
picture.

Echoing in part the observations of others about

the Iack of adolescent diversions in the area Shauna

a closer parent-chiId support network as a feature of

the rural envi ronment :

I guess values are different in a rural
community. Maybe a 1íttIe more oId fashioned
than in the big city; more conservative, more,

. r+ell I don't know íf it's more towards
family or not. That's something I would say
automatical ly but I don't really know if
that's because it's been written so much that
you hear it and you say it; because Irm sure
there are families in the city that are just
as close as families i.n the country, But it
seems that it's more prevalent here. Maybe
there's just not as much to do, (Iaughs) You
know, there's no movie theatre. You make your
own entertainment and you do it with your
family.

Pat drew a connection between the econornic

structure of the rural setting where parents work

primarily at home, and a higher Ievel of parent-child

interaction:

I think parents in a rural setting t,end
to be more involved, like lhey, they're
more concerned about their kids, I'm thinking
more of Wier, but I know the parents there
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they help with stuff and that kind of thi.ng.

Intervi ewer: More parental involvement,
support, supervisi on?

PaL: Yes, they care, you know. they are
there, . . . well mom ¡¡as always there when
I got home and that kind of thing and,the
majority were then too. Now more people are
working but, this is a f armj.ng community too
so the mothers were more apt, gtere at
home,

Interviewer: So we're identifying a
farni ly structure that is prevalent around thís
area with moms usually staying at home and
increasing contact wÍth the kids?

Pat: And i think the parents support the
kids too, like by parents would help me with
my hornework al I the time, ¡.rel I . not al I the
time; but if I had questions they'd always sit
do¡.rn and he 1 p me .

5.

The parents are very concerned about t,his
all the time and if you see any sign of
disrespect of adults and teachers it's going
against their religious philosophy where
children have their place and their role.
(AIex Mackenz i e )

As mentioned earlier, about forty-five percent of

the student body is of the Mennonite faith. tlhen asked

if they thought this had an effect on the school seven

of the eleven respondents indicated that they felt there

was no effect. Atl respondents who felt that there ¡¡as

no effect pointed out the fact that the large majority
of l,lennonite students Ieave the school in grade ten or

eleven to complete their schooling at a Mennoníte

private school in a different town. This is a
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traditional practice among the students in this group as

it was for theír parents when they were in high school

themselves. of the four respondents r¡ho feit lhat the

religíous demographícs had some effect on the school,

most referred to the vaLues set brought into the school

by this group of students. AIex Mackenzie observed:

I Lhink the fact that it's Mennonite makes
the ideas on work ethic very conservative,
The parenLs are very concerned about this al1
the tirne and if you see any sign of disrespect
of adulLs and teachers it's going against their
religious philosophy where children have their
place and their rol e.

Shauna acknowledged the effect in this way:

. there's a big Mennonite population
and they're very relígious and family oriented
and family values and that kind of thing, so
that's obvíously got to have an impact because
they're your friends. They're your neighbours.

Bob Borden saw the Mennonite presence as a

bal ancing inf I uence:

I thj.nk that the Mennonites, because of
their stronger standard of Iiriing as far as
social things and their acceptance of divorce,
failure in marriage and stuff like that; that's
probably filtered over into the school . The
fact that lhey didn't accept dancing and social
drinking, that kept us from goíng too far one
way, It probably had a neutralizing effect.
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6.

"I thínk that Durban
more sports oriented and I
were not as important. I
a communi ty difference in
( John Macdonal d )

Ridge was very much
think that academi cs

thínk that there was
that regard. "

With surprising consistency ail respondents,

in dealing with the issue of competition between John

Norquay and Durban Ridge schools described two schools

wilh widely differing philosophies, Alex Mackenzie

outlines the philosophical difference thus:

, and I was thinking of tímetabling,
questions now that are coming up, and Durban
Ridge is reluctant to send their 300 kids over
here Êor math. They would like to teach them
there and I said, you know, if I had a kid
planning to go to university I would probably
want him to take hís 300's at Norquay because
the expectations are much higher, and I'm
convinced that they would do much better.
And I said, "How can you argue wit,h success?"
If Steve has no failures and a seventy-three
average on the departmental examinations and
four out of seven faiied at Durban Ridge, and
I knew that as a parent, I r+ould want my kids
to come over to Norquay, But those parents
don't feel líke that, There's a difference.
Durban Rídge parents want their kids to stay
there where they are going to experience some
success even though the standard isn't as high.
That's what makes the timetabling a bit of a
problem. Because you have t¡.ro different sets
of expectations from parents, They're
reluctant to send them over for 200 physics
too because Bob demands too much,

Interviewer: It's iike they want to gíve
them success in grade eleven whereas here . .

Mackenzie: Here they're groomÍng them
for university, yes ,
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Mackenzie's observations of the difference came out

at another point in the interviet¡ as welI where he said:

I don't think there are I know
there is a dífference of opinion in terms of
standards and expectations. In fact I just
ran into it in terms of timetablíng. Durban
Ridge is doing its utmost to keep its kids
there because they're worried about them
coming here because we expect too much and
give them too many units in math, give them

this is what I just got from the
Superíntendent, . when their kids are
only required to do a core plus a couple of
options our teachers will give them more
options. The teachers here I think have one
eye on the university, and that's another
thing maybe when I come to think of ít,
because they're saying, "we r¿ould Iike to
offer our kids a calculus course because that
r¿ould be an advantage in university. we want
to give them extra unÍts in math because that
would be an advantage when they go into
engineering or into whatever science." I've
heard teachers say this when they're talking
about the advantages; that they're kind of
grooming them for univers5.ty.

Inlerviewer: Whereas Durban Ri dge
Mackenzie : I don't think Durban Rídge

does that. They're more interested in just
general education and they don't,
maybe it's unfair for me to say that but I
just don'l lhink they have that same
consciousness of the university. And it's
pretty ¡nuch expected here that you'11 go on.
It's an amazing school that way. I look at
the graduating class and everyone is going on
lo this or that. They're all going away with
the exception of a couple of kids.

Students also perceived differences between Durban

Ridge and crocus HiII r+hich became manifest in levels of

academic performance. Terry described the difference:
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I could get in trouble for saying this
but, everybody here knew that, I guess it
would be general knowledge but, students in
Durban Ridge aren't as, how do I say it,
academical ly oriented, And maybe that's to
do with the teachers, Maybe that's the way
it always has been. I just think that we've
always known that. because of the intçgrated
classes, that ¡.¡e would always do much better,

Daniel referred to the John Norquay emphasis on

academics as that which set it apart. not only from its
neighbour but from other schools as welI:

I just found that in this tor¡n for some
reason the people have a different attitude
towards school . Like in Durban Ridge ít was
more an "oh well, I don't care." attitude,
but in crocus HílI when I came here everybody.

. if there was a test they studied
whereas other schools it was. "Yea, test
tomorrow, Oh well, I can pass it without
studying. " Crocus Hi1I was, "}lel1 I want to
get a good mark. "

Gloria echoed the same opinÍon:

They were much, well, it's hard though,
because lheir class when we graduated was over
half guys and they had maybe four or five girls,
but they had a lot of guys that sort of said,
"oh, so what." school was school and they sort
of did what they had to to get by and then
they'd carry on type thing. but I think that
also shows, íf you went back to the graduating
class that graduated the same time that r¿e did,
I thj.nk as far as the number of people that
went on and as far as the nunber of people
that actually made it to that point, I think
that it r.¡ould show drastically the difference
in the attitude towards academics,

Bob Borden identified the idea of different arenas
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I think the average student at Norquay
feels good if he's got seventy pereent. I've
heard it said that if you get seventy or
seventy five aÈ Norquay that's equivalent to
eighty or eighty five at Durban Ridge, as well
as some other schools. So i thi.nk that the
staff thinks that in their marking and grading,
they've graded a lot harder so that the
average student can stilI get seventy. So
while our marks arenrt any higher on an
average than other schools, they've had to
work harder to get those marks.

Maybe John Norquay has done better
academical ly because Durban Ridge has always
done so well in sports.

After outlining the difference ín academics, Bob

Borden identified the idea that Durban Ridge's strong

suit was sports. This was a theme which was agreed upon

by most of the respondents. John Macdonald observed,

"I think that Durban Ridge was very much more sports

oriented and I think that academics were not as

important. f think lhal lhere was a cornmunity

difference in that regard.

A survey of responses to this question confirms

suggestion that each community had more or less staked

out its competitive territory; for Ðurban Ridge the high

ground would be athletics, for Crocus HilI: academics,

Terry described the dichotomy as one of "geeks and

jocks" r
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There was the odd exception but, just
that attitude, and they would always think
that ç¡e were, I mean it would be a friendly
joke, but they'd always think that we erere
geeks and we'd always think lhat they were
jocks.

Lisa saw the schools themselves as instrumental

fostering and perpetuating this dichotomy:

f think maybe Norquay put academícs
before sports and Durban Ridge put sports
before academics. tike in high school itjust seemed that the sports !¡ere so important
but if someone faíled that r¡as OK. If
someone failed a test that was OK but if they
could, you know, smash that volleyball that
was better than getting a belter mark you know.

Interviewer: And in Norquay, how would
you describe the attitude in Norquay?

tisa: I think our sports were.more for
fun, for relaxation than, you know, to put
the school's name somewhere, Like, the school
would be more proud of someone winning a math
contest than someone winníng a volleybaII game,
Like that's just how i! was and I think that's
a better attitude to have than a sports
attitude because it's just, thatrs just the
way it was,

Interviewerr Can you figure out where
that difference might have come from?

Lisa: Oh. The teachers make a
dÍfference because I think they had a higher
priority of education than sports, It was OK
if you were out playing hockey or whatever,
but if you didn't do your homework because of
sports , you know.

Interviewer: Ànd ín Durban nidge?
Lisa: WeIl, Mr. Greene was the volley-

ball coach and if the girls didn't get their
homework done because of a volleyball garne
that was OK. But it wouldn't have been OK for
Crocus Hill, because you know. the school's
supposed to come first and that's the way it
should be. It was just, a totally different
attitude in Durban Ridge.

InÈerviewer: So you see the teachers as

1n
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creating the at t i tude?
Lisa: Yea, just the whole environment.

Like, it just seems that ail of the teachers
that I was involved with in Durban Ridge;
sports were just, bang, that was the top
priority, And sometimes we'd spend half a
class talking about a volleybalI game or
something in Durban Rídge, But, you'd never
find that in Crocus HiIi. Maybe it would be
mentioned in class or something, or
congratulations or whatever, but you'd never
spend half a class talking about it. So that
was something that I really noticed was a
difference between lhê two schools.

Feelings on the competition wilh Durban Ridge

ranged to both extremes of the spectrum, from Pat who

said;

No I'm thinking back to grade twelve and,
. no, . . we were,. , . We dj.dn't

really consider ourselves Durban Ridge and
Crocus Hill. We just. you know, were kids.
t{e realIy, I don't think there was that
attítude. Maybe with some students but I
didn't feel that.

To Paul who said:

, . . as soon as you got on the
volleyball court it was the same thing there
too. You had to beat Durban Ridge, They were
your rival They were your enemy on the other
side of the net or on the other side of the
classroom, It didn't matter where you were,
or even on the bus going back and forth.
There was Crocus HilI there and Durban Ridge
there. It was very competitive.

While the extremes were represented however. the

preponderance of opinion was that this competition ¡{as
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nol a major factor, DaníeI and Shauna both suggested

tha! the competition belween communities was primarily a

phenomenon among parents and didn't affecL students that

significantly. Three students addressed this question

by saying bhat whj. Ie a strong competi.tive climate

existed in the student body it was an individual
competilj.veness rather than a school to school

conpetitiveness:

I don't think that I would have said I
want to do better because I'm e crocus Hill
kid and I want to do better than Wier or
Durban Ridge. It was just that I want to do
welI. I knor,¡ that between Matthew and myself
in high school, because he was always at the
top, Matthew, Janice and myself, and it was
between the three of us and two of us r,rere
from Crocus Hill and he was from Wier. But
that wasn't the issue. It !.ras just that we
were all in a sort of a competition. But it
wasn't bad, And it wasn't because Matthew was
from Wier and Janice and I were from Crocus
Hj. I1. It r.ras just that you wanted to do well.
( shauna )

No one ever said, "I'm going to wÍn this
math contest because I'm from Norquay." It
was, "I'm going to win this contest because I
know I can do it." Like it was that Durban
Ridge, they were going to win this volleyball
game because the Durban Ridge Irish were the
best. crocus Hill v¡as more of an individual
goal and achievement, Durban Ridge was more
of a school goal and achievement, But we were
proud when three people won a math contest or
achieved the highest mark or r.re were proud of
them because they came from Norquay, but they
didn't win it because they were from Norquay.
That's how I thought. Maybe other people
didn't think that way. That's how I thought
it came across. ( Lisa )
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I would say that at least from my
experience, I don't think that that was
necessarily a factor because for at Ieast the
Iast four years, we've had classes together,
we've done this together, and this year the
kids even graduated together. So I donrt
think it's so much a competilion between
schools as it's actually the indívidual
competition thing like if you're in the same
class you want to do well. Il's not because
this person's from Durban Ridge and this
person's from Crocus Hill. It's more an
individual thj.ng when it comes down t,o
competition. I never ever found, aside from
sports that is, tba! there was a competition
as far as marks or academics go, between
Durban Ridge and John Norquay, (Gloria)

7.

Interviewer: so it's more lhat lhe
principal changes to adjust to the school
rather than the school changing to adjust to
the princi pa 1?

Terry: I think so. Because the staff
members have been here for many years and
they're not just going to change overnight.

An interesting pattern emerged. when respondents

were asked if administration would have an effect on the

school's performance. of the eight former students s¡ho

answered the question, seven observed as GIoria did, "I
don't think il would have had an effect on that, as long

as the teachers r,rere the same," of the eight former

students aII but one had seen the school under the

Ieadership of more than one principal and therefore
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e¡ould have had a good basis for understanding whether a

change of Ieadership would change the school. of those

eight, all but one indicated that they felt the school

would continue on as before, kept more or less on

an autopilot setling by the staff. The one student who

was unable to give a definite answer to this question

was the same student who had seen only one principal in
the school during her time there. The sentiments of the

other seven tended to agree with Danie1 who said, "I
think the teachers kept it running the same way,"

Terry's response illustrated the common sentiment

that the school would change the administrator rather

than the administrator changing the school:

I think that lhey would have the general
idea that I think maybe that the principal
that comes into Norquay for the first time;
everyone would Iike to quíckly telI him alI
the good things about the school and give him
that: "You'd better be proud of all of this
stuff if yourre going to be our principal," I
think that ¡.¡e, I know (an earli.er principal )
was here for years and I thínk that he had
that, he, Iike the other staff members, wanted
us to do well and that sort of thing. I know
when (lhe next principal ) came in. I know that
stepping into the situation he was even moreso
concerned in the back of his head about
everyone doing well and, say in a math contest
or something, and representing our school ,
because it wasn't maybe as natural as for
someone I ike ( the earl ier principal ) , who'd
been here for those years aI ready and didn't
have to play the role, and where someone like
(the next principal ) just stepped in. I think
he played the roie more and was more
conscientious about Norquay and the attitude
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and everything. I thÍnk he had to play i.t
more and then it would eventually come
naturally. 1 just got that impression f rorn
him, whenever he would give an assembly or
something IÍke that and he would be junping
on the Norquay bandwagon and saying we have
to do well at this or congratulations to so
and so for doing this or whatever.

Interviewer: So it's more that the
príncipal changes to adjust to the school
rather than the school changing to adjust to
the principal?

Terry: I think so, Because the staff
members have been here for many years and
they're not just going to change overnight.

It's almost
warp. You know,
(å1ex Mackenzi e )

Corünents on the

o

like going back into a tíme
like going back twenty years.

issue of parent influences in the

school seemed reminiscent of the often cited 'good oId

days', John Macdonald described the climate in the

sixties as the school was in its ínfancy:

Interviewer: I guess we've already
talked about parental inputs in lerrns of the
school

Macdonald: Strong, ., support the
school . It was almost unquestioned too.
We've talked about it and you've heard it
from others that the school was entrusted
with educating these students and the
community basically said, "We support you.
but we're not going to interfere with the day
to day operation of your enterprise," and
they didn't. If you wanted support you asked
for iL and you got it. If you wanted to let
people know what you were doi.ng, you calIed a
parent meetj.ng. We used to have a bíg awards
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níght ceremony every fall and that was a major
thing. That r,tas when ( the school ' s f i rst
principal ) used to be eloquent in discussions
about what the school was doing and that was
certainly a waving the fIag type of occasion.

Interviewer: There seemed to be a real
consistency among parents ín terms of their
phi I osophy?

Macdonald: Yes, It was a remarkable
consistency. Like. if a kid ever said .

a kid Èhat r,¡as mísbehaving ever said, "I'm
going to lell my father on you." I would say,
"Go ahead. Your dad and I will certainly have
a discussion tonight and I donrt think yourre
going to come out a winner. You want to disobey
the school rules? You don't want to work? And
you're going to tell your dad on me? WeIl just
get to it."

Alex Mackenzíe, at the time of this writing in his

second year in the principalship at Norquay. discussed

how many facets of that traditional parent support

climate stiIl exist in the Norquay community:

The parents are not, , seem to let
the school do its own thing. They seem to
have a lot of faith in the school. There
seems to be less parental interference in the
school lhan I've seen in other places, Like
I've seen administrators dance..two steps alI
the time and try to worry about what the
community is going to think about this and
everything else. Here they don't give a damn,
you knor.t, in this school . Thêy just do it.
And maybe that's one reason why they get
some of thern have gotten themselves into a
IittIe bit of trouble on occasion. You know,
"This is the way it is. These are my standards.
If those kids can't measure up to it that's too
bad," They haven't played this political game
so much.

But on the other hand, parents, whether
lhey've given up trying to influence or r¿hether
they just have turned the responsibility for
educating their chí1dren to the people in this
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school , I don't know what it ís, but for some
reason we just don't get this Parade of parents
and parent groups coming into the school. Noet
(the Superint endent ' s ) concern was that he
r,ranted the parents, the peopl e to know more
about whal was going on in Norquay and so I
put out a newsletter and tried to get word out
in different ways but there's very little
parental interference ín this school.

Interviewerr lt's not to say that they
don't care,

Mackenzie: No, it's not that they don't
care, but . . and I wouldn't go so far
as to say it's a case of 'you're the
professionals, we give you the job of educating
our kids.' but it almost appears to me to be
like that. Because, as I said, we're not
chal lenged very much at all on what we do, and
in other school systems we were continual ly
chal lenged and we get into this defensÍve
teaching where we have to be covering ourselves
all the time and, here, they don't do tÏ¡at.

In another interchange, Mackenzie cited an example

of parent reaction to a disciplinary measure and drew

the relationshj.p to the 'oId days' thinkÍng:

If you phone a parent you get an awful
lot of support. Irve only been chal lenged
once and I would calI that a minor case where
the school has been chal lenged..in terms of
discipline. I.then I had those kids phone the
parents up (for havÍng beer on a field trip)
and have them drive sixty five miles thet
night at ten o'cIock, the parènts said
"Thank you very much. I.le reaIly appreciate
it. We would have been unhappy if you'd done
it any other way." Ànd r can see lots of
other areas where the parents would have been
upset and they would have found it a great
inconvenience to drive up there at that hour
of the night and pick them up, And every time
I have the kids phone or I phone and talk to
the parents I get there's just one
example I suppose where the parents are
hostile, We don't have to adopt that defensive
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stance thal we do in olher places ' as
much . , r.¡e don't have to be so conscious
about it.

Interviewer: You've anticipated another
question again which has to do with parent
expectations, The consistency between or among
parents in terms of exPectations.

Mackenzie: I think so, yes, You just
don't run into the same kind of thing here when
yourre dealing wíth a kid, Some other places
you phone a parent and you don't know lrhether
you're going to be supported or not and here
you're ninety five percent sure anyway that
yourre going to get lots of support, It's
almost like going back into a time warp. You
know, like going back twenty years. Although
they have the television and the modern cars
and alI their luxuries, somè of their attitudes
are vèry very fortyish, fiftyish.

Students identified a kind of shared values set

among parents in the community:

!.rell I'm thinking of my fríends' parents
and they all seemed to have the same sort of,

the ones that were in that group in this
school all seemed to do the same sort of thing.
They were all very family oriented. They
believe in respect for older people. They
think thal you should better yourself, and
they don't think that you should quit things
in the middle of something. (S.hauna)

Interviewer: Another item on the list
that you've alreedy alluded to ís parental
influences. It sounds like students in the
school seem to get the same kind of message
from alI of the parents in the community about
the importance of school and how one ought to
perform in schooL

Terry: From my own parents and from
everybody's, Everybody has that kind of thing.

Interviewer: So it's like there's an
above average level of parent involvement with
their kids, and . ,

Terry: And also parental involvement with
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other parenls' kids. You know, we used to call
Mrs. Bridges, we used to call her 'mom', she
wanted us to call her 'mom'. She was
everybody's mom. Ànd that sort of thing.
Everyone was concerned about everyone eIse,
even people that, I just had an example
lhe other day where, even a parent that doesn't
have kids who are my age, she has kidç who are a
lot younger than I amf even she's interested in
what kids my age are doing, And I think that
even if lhey never went to university, they're
interested in what we're doing in Wínnipeg, or
whatever university, you know. Maybe they kind
of wish that they could have done that, but
they always wish the best. They always want to,
lo see you do really well.

Clearly an integral part of lhe parent profile is a

co¡nmon expectation as regards goals after high school l

My mom and dad both, I think,
I don't know whether I would have decided to
go to school on my own if they had never saíd
boo about it but from day one it was, "You're
going lo university. " It wasn't Iike, "You
have to go," It was more like, "WelI when you
graduate and you go to university what are you
going to take?" It wasn't, "Are you going to
go to university?" It was, "What are you going
to take?" But I never really thought about it
that way. But I could never see myself in
grade twelve saying, "I'rn not g.oing to go to
university," That would be just silIy,
( Shauna )

I don't think that the educational
standards have changed, or the feelings of the
parents. I think the parents would be
disappointed if the 80t of kids didn't go on
as uóual . I can't think of any parents in our
Division who don't want and expect their kids
to finish grade twelve. Yet five miles from
here in Rolling Trail I was talking to a parent
the other day who's a farmer like we are, and
he has f j.ve boys and not all of them are qoing
to be able to f arm, The f arm's not big enough
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to spread out amongst two of them never mind
five, and his attitude towards education .

I couldn't believe it. If the boys want to
drop out in grade nine or ten and get a job
that wouldn't bother him one íota' He wasn't
going to put any pressure on that kid to stay.
If the kid didn't want to go on to college he
wouldn't stand in his way, I don't think that
that's,
(sob Borden )

that attitude shocked me.

Agaín, the issue of the common employment

demographics in the community came up in discussion of

how parents have influenced the school and students:

. of all the kids ín John Norquay,
their parents are either running a business in
town oi running a farm business. there are
some that are workers too but there's a real
hígh percentage of people lhat are either
running a farm business or grocery store or
they are something like a mechanic or a
teacher or doctor or Iawyer or something like
that where you have to go for education.

Most business people have a pretty good
self esteem and they feel pretty good about
themselves. Most farmers have got some pride
in what they're doing. If I worked in a
factory and I punched out the same material
every day, it's noL something I'd hand down
to my kids.

, I'm always giving (my daughter)
lots of lectures about being responsible'
she says, "r don't 9¡ant to," or "I don't
Iike doing this." and r say, " vlell I didn't
want to do chores but I have to. That's the
way life is, I don't want to get up in the
night when it's forty below to check cows,
but that's when I need to do it the most' If
you look at the people who achieve anywhere
you'II see people that do the extra, that
aren't afraid to stay a Iittle later, or to
give it a hundred and ten," (Bob Borden)

Sorne students also concurred with this observation
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and drer,¡ somê inferences about its effect, for example

shauna:

Very small number, (of wage earners), and
that creates kind of an independence because when
yourre your own boss you are very independent.
You have a more independent personality than
someone who is a subordinate continuously I
would think.

Interviewer: What kind of effect filters
down to the children of those people?

Shauna: You're going to try to be like
your parênts I would think. If your parents
are very independent and very 'go get em' and
very "do weI1" then that's what you're going
to do, because when you see your parents you
want to be just like them or mos! people do.
Depends on what your parents are like I guess.
So maybe the fact that there are so many people
in that kind of position where they are o$rner-
managers they've got to have a different
personality than someone who takes orders.

STAFF

Throughout the intervieer process the topic of staff
was continually rnentioned by respondents. The sum of

their comments on staff form a kind.ol mosaic of

characterislj.cs which defines the way staff seems to

deal with students as a group and describes the effect
they have on students in general.

Primary among these characteristics is a uniformly

shared philosophy which prizes acadernics above aII other

school pursuits; a philosophy which finds it's grounding

in a universal level of expectation for studenÈs
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administrators, and each other. AIex Mackenzie

describes it thus:

(The staff philosophy has) evolved over
the years and maybe they wouldn't be able to
articulate that, like it hasn't been set up
on a waII or plaque or anything iike that but
ít's there. Like they all have the same kind
of common expectation and it's also an
expectation in terms of each other as welI,
and if they feel that you aren't doing your
job they can be pretty hard on you too. If
you miss informing them on something, and it
interferes wíth their teaching and their
classes you're in trouble. And a lot of
schools I've been in, if there's a chance to
get out of class or something like this, fine'
It relieves them of a little bit of pressure
in the classroom. Not here, cause they have
their program and they know what they're going
to be doing with the kids, and they covet that
class time with their kids. EsPecial ly the
best teachers in the school. Marg Lar.trence
for example, "give up some time from my class?
Forget it!" Even though she's getting sorne
extra time at the end of the day, because of
the way the schedule worked out, she's very
reluctant to give that up.

It is clear that this philosophy is communicated to

students through a well defíned and..Iargely inflexible

] evel of expectati on:

one thing I think is their expectations.
They aIl have very high expectations of their
students and they just don't some of the
teachers i.n the school seem to be quite harsh.
You know, they just don't bend at all. They're
inflexibie. But I think one of the reasons
why the school is successful is because the
kids realize thj.s. (Alex Mackenzie)

Students are provided with a clear message that
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academics are not to take second place to other

activitíes in students' I ives l

, if you were out playing hoèkey the
night before or something like that or if you
had a volleyball game or something and you
couldn't get your homev¡ork done, that wasn't
an excuse, You kno¡¿. school was always first,
and I could never get, even if it was a school
sport, and you had to finÍsh your work or
prepare for a test, that was never a good
enough excuse. It was your academics first.
( Terry )

Concomitant with this philosophical unity is a

conservative approach to methodological change, a

tendency to favour a moderate and methodical type of

metamorphosis in methodology rather than the 'bandwagon'

approach which many schools are accused of having:

. I think ùhat some schools would
change easily whichever, I don't like to use
the word 'fad', but, whatever was going. You
take our two schools and the amount of P.D.
days taken by teachers at Boyd.over the years
is astronomical Iy higher than the number of
P.D. days taken by Norquay teachers. Yet
Boyd's performance, if you judge performance
on student academics, is no better than
Norquay's. So they may have changed their
methodology fÍve times whereas Norquay, some
people would say, has never changed at all.
In fact, it's only the last couple of years
that you could really distinguish some of the
changes at Norquay, and in fact if you hadn't
been looking below the surface, yoü'd never
even notice. ( John Macdonald)

THo main features were identified as underpinning
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the staff approach to methodology. They were: an

insistence on a sequential approach to skill development

with mastery at one Ievel before approaching the next,

and; a teaching approach which forced students to think

independently. Alex Mackenzie comments on the topic of

the sequential approach:

No, the expectation is that , , . see
one of the problems is , I can think of a
couple of kids, my own child for one, and
another one where these kids have come in from
the outside and they're used to manipulating
teachers. You know, they'll hand it in late
and they might Iose a percentage or a couple
of marks or something like this. Here there
are no questions, Like: "You hand it in late,
you get zero for it, Bul that doesn't relieve
you of the responsibility of getting it in.
You still hand it in even lhough you get zero,
because everything builds on another thing."
And this is what I keep hearing teachers say,
"I{e are buiLding here." and Irve talked to
two teachers in the last two days. Both of
lhem spoke to me for some tÍme about the
importance of the grounding and the building
one level at a time, and if they don't get
their grounding they're not going to be able
to do this, and so they insisl that the kids
get the labs in, It was the labs ín one case
wi. th one teacher.

I was talking to another teacher today
and it was the same thing. "If you don't get
the grounding from the very beginning, we build
from there. and yourlI be lost." They're very
concerned when they see a kid coming in r¡ithout
that kind of sequential background. It's
amazing. I've never seen a school where there
is that kind of concern, Usually a school
wiII taik about taking them from where they
are and taking them from there, but here they
seem to have a real concern over that.

In like fashion, students reported seeing the
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difference for them in later studies. Discussing the

fact that other university students who had taken

calculus in high school were having difficulty while she

was doing welI, Pat atlributed the dífference to the

approach she had been trained with in high school .

Referring to her Grade twelve math teacher she said:

He did it all step by step, which a lot
of teachers don't do and they don't do in
university either. Like, they don't sho¡s you
aII the steps and they don't show you why,
you know, why you do this and why you do that,
whereas he did, and that's why I could relate
to it,

This observation was echoed by other students, for
exampl e, Terry:

In biology you more or less went from
chapter to chapter and every chapter r^ras a new
subject. but math i think for sure you were
always progressing from one stage to another,
and then at the end you get the. big picture,
and where everything, . you learn this
in the fírst semester and then second semester

. I remember algebra in 300 math and
looking back at the start of the year how
sinple lha! was; how símp1e that method Iooks
at the end of the year and how difficult it
r.ras at the begÍnning. Tou bui ld up in a
progression l ike that .

The second underpinning of the method was an

approach to problem solving which seemed to develop

probiem solving ski11s by refusing to offer answers to
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students, forcíng them to solve problems independently,

as outlined in lhis interchange with Terry:

they rnade you think for yourself.
That's what I believe our teachers were always
pretty good at was Ietting us do things on our
own more than us waiting for them to tell us
what to do. They make you think more for
yourself and that helps in universíty I think.

Interviewer 3 Can you expand on how they
did that?

Terry: Well, I could give an example.
I always remember Mr, oppenheimer's class,
We would be in Physics. We'd get a mínd
boggling question and it would never seem that
it would rnake any sense and if you'd go up and
ask him, "can you help me with this?" he wouldjust look at you and say, "You have the
knowledge and the skill to do ít, so go do ityourself," And sometimes you'd go a whole
class without getting, he would never
tell you the answer. He might, if you forgot a
cert,ain something that we'd gone over in class,
he might point that out, but if we'd gone oùer
it in class and if it was in the book or the
handouts he'd given us, he'd let us solve the
problem ourselves rather than say, like sone
teachers might (when) you go ask them for help
and they say, I'Here, here Ít Ís." You never
rea I ly Iearn thaÈ way.

Interviewer: That used to. .f rustrate some
students terribly, didn't ít?

Terry: A lot of students would hate him
for that but a lot of students respect hin for
that also. Like the students that wenl on to
university or maybe at that time were thinking
at a university entrance IeveI. You míght
hatr: him at that moment and say, "TelI rne
please, I don't get it." but after you solved
it you'd say, "!{el l hey, I did that myself."
And by him letting us do it ourselves I think
that we respected him more, and he's done hisjob better. You can teach by showing somebody
how t,o do somethinq but that's, , , , as far
as the problem solvi.ng stuff goes you can teach
durirrg the lesson, but if you're doing problems,
that's for you to do and not the teacher,
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Students identified non methodo i ogi ca 1

characteristics of staff as v¡ell, Four conmon themes

which emergèd were an impression of high intelligence

among staff, strong content knowledge, a personal

relationship wilh students, and a propensity for

demonst,rating to students an attítude of caríng,

encouragement and individual helping.

on the íssue of intelligence:

. they're aII very clever people.
Like that's another thíng that's interesting
about thj.s staff too is that they are all
pretty intelligent. Bob probably borders on
genius in some respects; Mike is the same way;
Steve - I ogic. (Alex Mackenzie)

Stan echoed this perspective from the student's

vantage point:

I suppose, Like one thing i'm quite sure
of is that I think they're. that the
average IQ of those teachers is extremely high.
I know Marg Lawrence, I think I was told she
was j.n university at, ..I. forget what
age it was, but like she was ahead of herself.
And probably if you checked in school records
at how they did when they were in Education,
they probably did pretty good there too. I
r,¡oul d imagine that woul d be somethÍng.

Interviewer: How did they get across
that impression that they were smarter than
the average teacher?

Stan: WeI I , mostly because they, ¡.rel I ,
as far as me in class, I could never outsmart
them, that's for sure. Like you could ask
guestions and stuff and they ¡rould usually,
you know, were already a step ahead of you.
They always seemed to be, you know you could
never stump them,
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Coupled with intel lectual acuity a number of

students observed a stronE content knowledge among

s taf f :

When I came to grade nine I remember
thínking that the teachers lrere so knowledge-
able in their areas, You know, whereas in Wier
we would ask the teacher and she wouldn't quite
know or we'd have to look it up, whereas (at
Norquay) you could go beyond. You could ask
them more questions and they could help you
figure out the answer or they would know the
answer, That's what really impressed me I
think was, because they were so knowledgeable.
Like, I don't know, Mr. Bliss, he'd been all
over and stuff like that. You could ask him
questions and, and !{rs. Lawrence,
she's so good. I thought she eras really good.
And then um, I had I.{r, Har¡kins and I thought
he was really good too. It's due to him that
I díd really well in uníversity too because I
took alI math courses in university and I dÍd
really well in my math courses. (PaÈ.)

I think that the staff of thÍs school
compared to others I found that this school,
their staff vras a lot more knowledgeable.
Well, except for Mr. Black from Durban Ridge.
He was really good ín hís chemistry field but,
a lot of teachers over there were just teaching
the course, They weren't really specialized
in it where here most of the teachers were
specialized in what they were teaching. Mr.
Oppenheimer e¡as physics and computers. llr.
BIiss was geography and history, He kno$rs
everything about it. You'd ask him anything,
I just found the t,eachers here were, . .

kner¿ a lot more about erhat they were teaching.
(Daniel )

on the personal relationship between staff and

students:
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. I never stayed at recess either
because they just had time for you in class,
and I think too they had a more personal
relationship with their students too because
you have a smaller number of students in your
class which helps too because they had more
time, They had more time for you. (Pat)

. they didn't seem so far away, Like
they weren't on a different Ievel. Like they'd
talk to you about things at school and lhen
they'd say, "Oh, are you going to watch the
basebal I tonight?" or "Are you going do¡¡n to
the curl j.ng rink later?" We had the curling;
the teachers were on the same curling team. I
don't knor¿ if they do the same in Durban Ridge
or Wheeler. (Another town outside the Division).
t don't know. But they would get involved in
that and so you saw the teachers on a social
basis also. Like I know Mrs. Lawrence and Mrs.
OIsen (the Iibrary paraprofessíonal ) are good
friends of my mom and dad. They're in the same
group and Èhey go places, and so I'd see them
that way and seeing them uptown and that,
aII of the teachers would say Hi and ask you
things other than school , It's not like you
just sar¿ them at school and they were just
your teachers, that was it. (Shauna)

This being a small school, the teachers
know the kids and the kids know the teachers
and they know what the kid's goals are, and I
think they alI desire to play â þart in that.
( Terry )

, that closeness is not also exclusíve
to the students. I think that part of the
reason that it's special is that students feel
that whether it's lhe weekend or part of the
week they could still approach the same
teachers that they do at school and laugh and
joke with them, or ask some questions about
school . Like it's not a relationship that
ends as. soon as the school day's over, and I
think that that makes a big difference too.
(GIoria)



Added bo lhis ciimate of personal relationship is

the idea of staff as encouraging, caring about each

individual student and goinq out of theír way to help:

I think that the biggest thing is that
you can teli lhat the teachers actually care
what you're doing. Like they take the time to
give you the help if you need it. They'll
stay after school, they'll help you during
their class time or after class time during
the breaks and stuff, just to make sure that
if you're ar{are that you're having a problem
and if you're willing to take the time to fix
that problem or avoid further problems, then
they're more than wiiling to help you do that.
Ànd I think that in that way, I got the
impression that by them being willing to do
that they were also willing to make sure that
you did that much better. (Gloria)

I know I had a lot of trouble with math
which is funny because I'm in accounting and
when I got into Mr. Hawkin's class he really
helped me wíth ít. He would say, "Come after
school if you want help." and "Come at recess,"
and 'rcome at lunch hour. I'Il help you f j.gure
this out . " And it ¡,¡asn't ominous or I didn't
feel like I would be

Interviewer: It wasn't Iike a punitive
thing.

Shauna: No, I wasn't nervous to go to
him or worried about going to hÍm and asking
for help. He always made it seem like he had
time to do lhis and he didn't mind the extra
time, like he wanted to help you. And because
of that I went and got help and I did a lot
better in math after that. Like I had good
marks. Up to grade nine I had poor marks,
to be generous. And in grade ten, eleven, and
twelve, I did relatively well in math. (Shauna)

(Mrs. Lawrence) knew that I could do well
so she kept telling me that and she kept
Iike if I would do something like, if I did a
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paper and if I did it really well she knew
that I worked very hard on it and she would
write a liLtle note on Lhe bottom or keep me
after class and tell me that I'd done all thís
well and if I didn't do this well she'd get me
in for help and, iike she must have just known
that that's the kind of student I was and she
really, if it wouldn't have been for her, I
don't think I would have got anywhere actually
in high school , (i.isa)
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CHAPTER 5

ANÀLYS I S

Introducti on

I just found that in thís town for some
reason the people have a different attitude
towards school . (Daniel )

Without exception, all of the respondents in their
intervíews talked about the Norquay "attitude". This

attitude which permeated aIl other phenomena under

discussion emerged as a unifying theme underlyíng aII
other facets of discussÍon. Three focal points emerged

ín díscussíon of this attitude as if, like a tripod, the

attitude rested on three points of expression.

The first focal point lras referred to by

respondents as the "bíg picture", meaning Iife after
Norquay and the emphasis on further education as a

vehicle for economic survival and self fulfillment,
Second anong these focal goints was competition.

This was not identifÍed so much as a competition with

Durban Ridge, but rather a peculiar brand of friendly
non-threatening but extremely pervasive competition

between students within the Norquay student body itself
and is manifest consÍstently from class to class and

year to year,
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The third element of "the attitude" is a sense of

cohesion among the st,udent body, springing from a

homogeneity of values and expectatíons and working lo

support the competitiveness identified above.

It can be established lhat thís attitude was part

of a conscious effort of culture creation at the

beginning of the school's history, however one would

expect that any school would succumb to the influence of

cultural forces outside itself over time and this
attitude would be diluted or modified with the passage

of the years. Ms apparent however that this process

has not taken place with John Norquay ColleEiate; this
in spite of the fact that its students share classes

with Durban Ridge, a school r¡ith an att,itude which is
manifestly differenL, One ¡¿ould natural ly expect that
in a setting where students are in the same classes with
the same teachers throughout their senior high school

years there would occur a mixing of values and

expectations between the groups. Surprisingly though,

each student body has maintained the integrity of its
own values sysÈem and each remains largely unaffected by

the other. This separation appears to be able to
persist by virtue of three homeostaÈic mechanisms which

keep its values on course with its unspoken mission:

First among these mechanisms ís a tightly coupled
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parent - teacher - s tudent network wÍth a clear close and

strong feedback Ioop. Tight coupling occurs not only

belween parents, teachers and students but also between

students from higher grades to Iower grades, thus

perpetuating Lhe values set.

A second homeostatíc mechanism is the idea that
there is minimal dilution from the outside by virtue of

Iimited turnover of staff and students.

Third among these mechanisms is the idea that there

is minimal divagation within the system itself, That

is, there is a narrowness of focus on academics within
the system and sharp limitations on co-curricular or

extracurricul ar diversions or distractions,
The purpose of this analysis then, will be to

explore each of these topics Ín turn.

"The Big Pi cture"

It had something to do with lhe attitude
towards school . Here everybody was like,
the way we thought about the school. Like we'd
think, you're not going to qo anywhere if you
don't go back to school and 90 to universÍty.
And if you go to university you'11 get a good
job, make some money. Thet's what kept me in
school , Other places it was like, 'I hate
school , I don't r,rant to go back, ' There
weren't many people in our class that lhought
that way. (DanieI )

As mentioned earlier, each student identified this
concept of the "big picture", the fact that going to



further education after Norquay

assumpti on.

Peers , parents and teachers

sources of this assumptj.on as in
from Terry's intervi ew:

r.¡as an unques I i oned

were aI1 seen to be

the fol I owing excerpl

Interviewer: Can you identify where that
expectation came f rom?

Terry: Probably from many sources, Our
parents would probably be number one. our
teachers would prepare us for university and
they would . say, "well if you're planning
to do this, you'd betler know this."

And I suppose peers too. You know, if
you're going to university next year or going
to college. If all your friends are going to
Winnipeg next year except you there's not much
incentive. Unless your parents are wanting you
to stay home on the farm, I can't'ímagine
people not wanting to go on to university.

There was a co¡nmon expectation, Everybody
believed that, so from seeing brolhers and
sisters going on and thinking, "WeII, I'm going
to do that too, "

Lísa saw an element of peer pressure promoting this

expectation , saying, "It has to sound good at

graduatíon, what you're going to do."

Shauna saw parents as articulating the expectation:

My mom and dad both, I don't know
whether I would have decided to go to school
on my own if they had never said 'boo' about
it but from day one it was, 'rYourre going to
university, " It wasn't like, "You have to go."
It was more like, "well when you graduate and
you go to university what are you going to
take?" I could never see myself in grade
twelve saying, "I'm not going to to to univer-
sity," That would just be silly.
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olher respondents saw the staff as responsible for

inculcatíng this expectation. GIoria remembered the

process beginning with her entry into senior hÍgh:

. the thing I noticed was that ríght from
grade nine on yourre prepared for starting into
university and things are more intense and you're
writing exams . .

Sometimes this message gras cornmunicated to students

indirectly by way of the level of difficulty of the

content. Daniel remarked, "I knew people from OwI River

School and they were having troubles with (first year)

courses and I gave them my last year's notes to read

over and to help them along." Terry made this kind of

observatíon about the material in mathematics class:

I think (math 300) was difficult and (Mr.
Hawkins) meant it to be that way, You're in
300 math, youtre going to be taking, . . . I
never took any math in university but, in 300
math you're usual ly going on to post secondary
education so I think he was, without just out-
right tellíng us, he was preparing us for
university and a university way of thinking,
Ànd the people that were maybe frustrated and
couldn't understand why he was teaching us this
stuff; I remember a lot of people complaining
how he was teaching us university level math
or somethíng Iike thaÈ; they were wondering
why they were getting that in grade twelve, but
you look back. on it now and say, "Why not?"
Sure it's tough then, but how important is a
good mark in 300 compared to a good mark in
math in university, if you're going on to the
larger pi cture?



I,lhile the expectatj.on was often communicated by

indirect means, teachers often drew a specific relation-

ship between work in high school and academic work after
school:

I,lhen I went to school here I f ound I ike
in our English courses and our physics courses
and chemistry as well, they treated it almost
like you were ín university,

Interviewer: Hor,r did they do that?
DanieI : I dontt know. Mrs, Lawrence, she

treated us like, "If you're taking this, you're
going to university next year, You're goíng to
have to do it this way next year so do it this
way now, You're going to have to get use to
it," It was the same way wíth t'fr. oppenheimer,
That's how it was taught.

Intervieç¡er: So they kept constantly
making reference to next year?

Ðaniel: "Next year you're going to have
to do it lhis way so do it that way now," In
physics, Mr. oppenheimer, he made us Iearn it
ourselves. If we were having a problem and
said, "Show us how." he wouldn't show us how
right away. He'd sit down and say. "well,
fígure it out yourselves. That's the way you'Il
have to do it in university because that's the
way the professors are there."

Terry also noticed direct references to class work

preparation for university:

They wouldn't jusl say, "Here, I'm
helping you for university." But if you ever
made a complaint about how hard something was
then they might, I remember Mr. Hawkins
would say something Iike, "You're not going to
have me here or your parents here when you're
in university." He always used to say that;
that you're going to do it yourself because
you'll be doing it yourself nexl year.
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CIearly, the "big picture" seemed bo loom large in

the minds of al1 Norquay students. regardless of level:

. you kind of went j.nto high school
thinking, even if you were taking an 01 course;
alI my friends that v¡ere in 01 were stiil
taking them to go to college or something like
that; I know my close friends didn't have any
plans to not go to school after thís. (terry)

Competition

I think it's been good for both Durban
Ridge and Crocus Hiil. Cornpetition is a good
thj.ng for keeping everyone even, In terms of
productivily, I don't think you can hold up a
system for the sake of the weak, Morally you
have to take care of people's self esteem and
so on but vrhere do you draw the line? Do you
compromise the educational system to accomodate
two or three or five percent on the bottom who
wiIl never achieve a diploma, or should you
put a real high standard in so that the ones
t^¡ho do get their diploma feel that they've
achieved? (Bob Borden )

All eight alumni respondents addressed the question

on competitíon with Durban Ridge by..s.teering the

discussion to Lhe competition which existed withín

Norquey itself and describing ít as an individual
student to student kind of competition. Lisa described

the difference saying, "crocus Hill was more of an

individual goal and achievement. Durban Ri.dge was more

of a school goal and achievement. "

Shauna saw the competitiveness coming from a

context of close and supportive relationships:
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, when ere all started in grade seven
we did everything together. Like, if we had aget together, went to somebody's place for a
movie, everyone was invited and so everTone
got to be close that way, and so Íf someone
did well in school it was, "oh, that's great, rr

And it was kind of a competitÍve thing but it
was good, It wasn't like, "welI I beat her.
Way to go !" It was, 'rWeI I , I díd wel I but so
did she , "

Shauna's statement and the statements of others

bring into relief a strikinE anomaly in the Norquay

setting. In most instances it is normal to assume that

competÍtion and mutual support would be mutual ly
exclusive. Popular stories abound of competitíve

settings which pit students against one another. gle

hear of Japanese schools with high rates of stregs,

emotional breakdown and suicide. We hear of com¡ietitive

faculties in our universities where one Law student will
find a case source required for an assígnment and tear

the pages out of the book to prevent other students from

having the same advantage. Popular culture trains us to

see the ideas of competition and collegiality as

antithetical . yet at Norquay they are inextricably bound

together, each supporting the other.

A first impulse is to see competítiveness as a

threatening or demoralízing influence on the less

academicâlIy oriented students, however the following

observations by cloria and PauI demonstrate that in the
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Norquay context lhis was not the effect:

one of my gírlfriends had a lot of trouble
with a couple of her courses and you could tell
that it meant a lot to her to get as close to
the top as she could even if that was the best
that she could do, I think that everybody was,
for whatever reason, pushed to do the best that
they could. Whether that was just an ínner
thing that was. "I don't want to be down at the
bottom when everyone else is excelling and at
the top," or whelher it's a combination of
that and teachers saying, "WeII you'11 have to
do better." or "This is whal we can do to make
things better." or whether it's from the
parents or what, Personally I think it's a
combinatÍon of things, of aIl three of those
things. (GIoria)

A very friendly competitiveness; we had
fairly smaIl class, There v¡ere about sixteen
or seventeen of us and we were ali good friends
but we liked to perform weII I thÍnk. I wasn't
the highest performer but I liked to do well
and know what I'm talking about. (Paul)

Hor,r does Norquay achieve competition without

leaving some students out? How does it extend the

franchise to be all ínclusive in the fiay it does? Pat's

description of a case illustrates that the more skilled
students often pick up the less skilled and pull thêm

into the game:

I know when I was helping some kids with
their math in grade twelve and some of them,
they even competed with themselves to try to
get their score higher sometimes, There were
Iots of them failed their tests, but then,
I helped them during class and then one of
them got ninety one on a test and he,
he actually beat me, So he was sort of



competing with me.

Eor some reasonr this competition didn't seem

to impinge negatively on the self concepts of students.

There seemed to exist a very egalitarien and positive

spiril around the issue as described by Terry:

I suppose there's been the odd exception
over the years but everybody is there to do
we1l, and if the person sitting next to you
is doing great and you did poorly it was very
rarely that you said, "I'm stupid, I'm not
very good at this." Everybody would always
say, "9Jel I I'm going to beat you next time!"

In surrunary, this competition seemed to be a focal
point around ç¿hich all students could relate. It seemed

to achíeve the status of the school sport that aII could

play aI I the tíme:

That was our day to day competition,
Moving from one class to another you could
have a Iittie competition in your life that
you didn't get as much outside. It was always
there to have fun if you wanted ít that way.
(Terry)

Cohes i on

It's not like a classroom of a hundred
and you have five friends ín that hundred.
You have twenty friends and that's the entire
classroom. ( shauna )

Superintendent John Macdonald describing lhe first .

days of Norquay spoke of the challenge of taking
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students from four villages spread over two hundred

squarê miles and blending them into a cohesive unit.

Lisa's comments indicate that this process was still

consciously being carried out by staff in the eighties

as new classes of students came into the school:

At first you'd stick to your own groups
but then the classes were put into working
groups and the teachers really tried lo get
the different towns mixed together, I could
sense that. I remember l.lrs, Crocker's class,
She'd aiways put crocus Hill and Bracken and
Wier aII together. Like, she'd always try to
mix, So ere got to know them and ít wasn't a
very big class, and there wasn't a lot of kíds
coming from those towns so they just kind of
mingled and after probably I'd say, by Christmas
there weren't any separations ' It was just
Iike we'd gone to school together always. We

alI got along realIY welI '

Size seems to be a significant factor in creating

sense of group cohesion as articulated by Gloria:

When you only have sixteen kids in your
graduating class and you take aIl of your
courses r,¡ith those same sixteen ?eoPle, then
you know, you end up doing a lot with everyone,
and everyone's included in everything, whereas
if you have sixty kids taking lhe same classes
but it has to be split because there's too
many students for one teacher or whatever,
then I think it divides up and I think that
as you divide them in the classes you also
divide them as far as where their loyalties
are and where theÍr friends are.

Among the most important results of this intimate

group atmosphere is a sense of hornogeneity among
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students; a sense that there are no distinctive sub

groups or sub cultures but rather, that aIl students

share in a unifying identity:

It seemed Iike Crocus HiIl was the kind
of a school where you didn't have complete
rebels and you didn't have complete straight
people either, or maybe you did have rebels
and straight people but they got along really
welI. Like, I wasn't one to go partying
myself but I could get along with anyone in
my class or the class below me. It really
didn't matter, and vice versa, so there was
a real1y good happy medium there. Nobody was,

, there were no extremes really. It was
kind of good that way. Everybody got along.
( PauI )

Concomiùant with this sense of homogeneity are tr^ro

things which are critical to posítive adjustment to

school, One of these is a feeling of acceptance:

In Winnipeg you are either a geek or a
jock or a headbanger and there's all those
classes, and out here everybody is just,
well you can be who you want and everyone will
still hang around with you. (terry)

The second important product of thís homogeneity

cohesiveness is support from the other members of

group:

Everybody sort of supports everyone
else. Like, if someone was having trouble
and saying, "Oh I'm ready to quit. I erant to
quít." all the other students would be behind
that person and saying, "No, you can't quit.
You've got to keep Lrying. " and "Get some
help." or "Here's some help.", and you know,

and

the
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everybody sort of stands behind everybody else
and I lhink that's why you run into the fact
that there's not so many dropouts or people
leaving school . I think that it makes a big
difference as far âs, . . . the class thinking
the same way. it's acceptable to excel.
It's acceptable to go on. It's acceptable to
do your best and if your best is only 50t then
you're still doing your best, but if you just
say, "I quit. That's it. " That's not
acceptabl e. (Cloria)

Identity. acceptance, and support; these

characteristics appear to províde Norquay students with

an effective buffer against the alienation and ennuí

which, in many schools can lead to feelings of

di senf ranchÍ sement and discouragement, and result
ultimately in disengagement from the instibution by

dropping out.
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Institutional Homeostasis

We've always been friends in both towns
but, I could get in trouble for sayíng thÍs
but, everybody here kner¡ that, I guess it would
be general knowledge but, students in Durban
Ridge aren't as, how do I say it, academical ly
orÍented. Ànd maybe that's to do with the
teachers, Maybe that's the way it always has
been. I just think that we've always known
that, because of the integrated classes, that
we would always do much betber. I mean there
was the odd exception but, just that attitude,
and they would always think that we were, I
mean it would be a friendly joke, but they'd
always lhink that we were geeks and we'd
always think that they were jocks, (Terry)

Terry's comment on geeks and jocks encapsulates the

general perceplion of students, staff and community

members on the differences between Norquay and Durban

Ridge. Before addressÍng the issue of Norquay's current

identity and it's response to the cultural influence of

Durban Ridge it will be helpful to outlÍne the process

of culture creation undertaken in the first years of the

school's existence by Íts fírst principal , tawrence

Roblin, John Macdonald describes the process:

The culture was being worked on and there
was a defínite direction. Academic excel lence
was the goal.

Interviewer: What was the source? Roblin?
Mr. Macdonald: I thínk that he was a

large part of it. He v¡as going to build a
good school and he was going to build a good
school based on student learning, and I think ,
one of the reasons for that was that all the
communities were puttíng student into the
school like Lyon, I{ier, Bracken and Crocus
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HiIl so there were really four comrnunities
that were contributing students to the school
and so there had to be some theme to find a
common base for some unity; and I think one
lheme that everyone would agree on was good
education. So I think it grew out of a need
to unile communities who had really losl their
little high schools, and I think Lawrence saw
that very soon and in part thal was just the
way he was.

RobIin created the Norquay culture on bolh an

individual and group level. Bob Borden recalled his

experiences with Roblin while a student at Norquay:

I think we had a fair amount of freedom
but at the same time there was an understanding
that you knew what the rules were. Lawrence
and I got along really well. I liked to have
a lot of fun and I got into as many crazy
things as anyone but I never came out of the
principal's office with the feeling I'd been
mistreated or anything like that, He had a
way of pointing out how you'd gone wrong. I
have a 1ot of respect for him,

John Macdonald mentioned some of the things that

Robii.n did to establish the tone and .image of the

Collegiate on a group or community level:

There were things about that culture,
he would get up in front of parent

meetings, you know, meetings in the community,
and he would speak on that theme 'education
is very important. We want our young people
to do well. We want our young people to
excel .' In those days not all teachers had
degrees. I remember f{hen I tent back to
university and came back I fínished two
degrees the year I was away and they were
put in the paper, you know, "Mr, Macdonald
has come back. He nos, has a B.A, and a B.Ed."
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He'd stress the academic levels of the staff
and he was doing quite weII in terms of
getting quite highly educated people for the
times; and j.f they weren't well educated at
the slart, they were moving in that direction
for sure ,

For many institutíons, culture or identity seems to

be a fluid phenomenon which changes with the passage of

tíme in response to internal and external forces.

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about John Norquay

Collegiate is that this culture, created in the nascent

stages of the school's existence persists largely
unchanged thirty years later. This can be seen as quite

an extraordÍnary accomplishment particularly in view of

the fact that for the last twenty of those years

Norquay's students have shared classrooms, courses and

teachers with a school down the road, Yet in spite of

this integration of publics the Norquay identity has

remained resolutely stabl e.

Three factors emerged ín bhe interviews for this
study which help to explain this stability; homeostatic

mechanisms as it were which, like the forces within an

ecosystem or a living body, effect the checks and

balances which keep the each part of the system working

towards the survival and thriving of the system as a

whole. These mechanísms are: a tightly coupled

parent/ t eacher/ s tudent network, insularity from the
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outside, and concentration of focus inside the

insti tuti on.

coup I ing

I'm thinking of when I started going to
business dínners and whatnot, and you have
the whole array of utensíls, You sit back and
watch how people use them and what people do.
So you come inlo thÍs situation. you sit back
and take note of what goes on here and then'you do it, and you fit in, And then it keepsgoing, The people that are close to you, the
grade six people that come in are closer to
your age so that they learn from you, and you
learn from Lhe grade that were grade sevens
when you came in. (Shauna)

A dÍagram of the conmunication Iinks between the

constituents of the John Norquay Collegíate conununity

would likely not look like a neat blueprint of lines
goJ.ng from one location to the other. It would more

Iikely resemble a bírd's nest with a system of

intertwining so extensive and complicated as to render

diagram virtuaI Iy unintel ligible.
Às Shauna describes above, virtually all students

entering Norquay have undergone an informal but quite

effective process of acculturation in advance. They

have been exposed to the Norquay mythology by elder

sisters and brothers. Paul talked about observing his

brother and sister and theÍr friends:
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seems like, 'Oh man! It's going to be ny turn
soon, I don't know if I want to go through
that. ' It's just intimidatins,

The process seems a lot like a process of

inítiation where the object is to raise the anxiety

level of the new recruits:

I knew people that were in high school
and I think it was more just a joke than
realIy serious, Like they'd say, "Oh, you'11
really have lots of work and they'll give you
all this work; four hours of homework every
nj.ght. " And they knew that it wasn't really
true but they'd just tell you that.

Interviewer: Do you lhink that most
people that went into that school were getting
the same kind of message?

Lisa: Oh yea, cause I can remember we'd
sit at recess in grade six and talk about at
the end of the year what we'd have to go
through so we were aIl scared, I remernber
I'lary and I just shook a1I the way to school .

Bob Borden observed that the communication links
between students from grade to grade are established

early on in their school careers, largely the result of

living in a small community setting:

Another positive thing is, we have a
school of twenty five or so kids at wiêr and
(my daughter) was j.n there in about grade
three or four and her friends ranged from
twelve to six years old. the whole school
played together and I think that is a person-
ality building opportunity you don't get many
places,
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ClearIy, the co¡nmunication between older and

younger students is well established.

SLudents of Norquay also have closely coupled Iinks

with parents and the community at large. Paul

commented, "When r¿e had hot lunches and things Iike
that, mothers, and whatever, families would real1y come

in and help and take their time and take part in the

school activities as far as that goes." Gloria spoke of

the connection and support from the business community

in town l

Just, even the business community showed
that kind of committment to the students by,
when we had lunches here or when we had
functions uptown, letting us use their
facilitíes or getting our supplies for our hot
Iunches and things l j.ke that and not always
at a benefit to them, SometÍmes they would
just do it at cost and not only that, when we
had curling bonspi.els and thi.ngs like that;
when ¡¡e had people coming down to see ho¡¡
things were going. Just little things often
can shor,¡ that kind of support.

Terry described this s tudent - c o¡rrmuni ty contact in

both general and specific terms:

Everybody gets a big kick out of going
to the graduation ceremonies and seeing what
students are doing next year and they'11
always stop you on the street and ask how
school is going.

Intervi ewer: They do?
Terry: Yea, everybody does that, Even

people that aren't even your family or close
friends. I just went into the drug store
the other day and the first question thal the
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clerk asked me was how was my intersession
going, and had I caught up ny courses this
winter since my operation' Everybody in the
v¡hole town is really keen on making,
giving Lhe best to their kids.

Daniel's comments suggest that there may be times

when some studenls might wish the networks were not so

efficient:

Mom would come home and say, "I was
taikj.ng to your teacher at the grocery store
and she told me this."

Interviewer: so you couldn't get away
from ít?

Ðaniel: No, it's such a small town, You
see everybody aIl the time. Your teachers are
always talking to your parents about how you're
doj.ng and then your parents come home and
talk to you about it.

Student-teacher couplíng is close while the

students are in school partly due to the multiple

overlapping of roles that naturally occurs in a small

community. Shauna saw this as having a positive effect:

(The teachers) didn't seem so far away,
Líke they !¡eren't on a different level.
They'd talk to you about things at school and
then they'd say, "oh, are you going to watch
the baseball tonight?" or "Are you going down
to the curling rink later?" We had curling.
The teachers were on the same curling team.

so you saw the teachers on a social
basis al so,

This contact continued after students graduated

from Norquay, shauna said. "I stilI come home on
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weekends and go and see them, or if I see them uptown

I'Il stop and have a conversation about how things are

going both ways . "

This brings important feedback to teachers as well.

GIoria described how she had difficulty in adapting to

multiple-choice questions in her hospital nursing

program. In Norquay Steve Har,rkins had gj.ven students

the option of doing multiple choice or long answer

questions and Gloria had always opted for the long

answer type as she found them easier to handle. Having

experienced the tribulations of having to adapt to them

after high school she came back and talked with Hawkins:

I came back and told Mr. Hawkins, "You
should have made me $rrite those multiple choice
questions. " And he said, "WeI] that wasn't
my choice," (laughs) But he said it was
good to know, and I think that's another thing;
they're more than willing to know if you have
something that will improve students for the
next yêar, They're more than willing to
listen to that. Whether they do it or not
will depend on its merit and whatnot but he
real1y appreciated the fact that I came back
and said, "ThÍs is irnportant to what werre
doing afler school ."

This kind of feedback occurs constantly between

graduates attending post secondary institutions and the

staff at Norquay, and changes ín content and method have

resul ted from this feedback.

Feedback comes to school personnel from parents as
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erel l via the multiple overlapping of roles in which

parents and school personnel meet. Eob Borden remarked

on how John Macdonald's background in the community

gives him an advantage in sensing community sentiment:

Wel l one of the advantages here is having
a superintendent who's been here all hís Iife
basícalIy. Most of the parents he would be
talking to he has taught himself at one time,
so they know who he is and they support him.
So he's doing school business eighteen hours
a day because it doesn't matter where he goes,
people know him, and the first thing they
bring up is school since that's a good way to
start a conversation. I think that's a real
posi.tive thing. There are lots of timeE when
good communication could take place, but if
you don't know the superintendent, if he's a
total stranger, then nothíng's going to happen.

Macdonald himself articulated how informal feedback

fron the community acts as a constant course correction

for school personnel, sometimes on a conscious and

sometimes on an unconscious level I

filhen I was, and even now, when I want to
find out something about the community I nove
within the community. I go and have breakfast
in the coffee shop. I go in the garage and I
hang around and talk with people and if I want
to fínd out something about the connunÍty I
move in the community. And I think that to a
degree you have to be indigenous to get a
valid response and some debate, and even now,
if there is something controversíal going on
in Crocus HilI I will spend more time there
in the coffee shop around three o'clock Ín
the afternoon and I'I1 get aII the feedback I
want. That's what I've always done, and now
that I look back on it that's how Lawrence
and some of the others were indigenous to . . .
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that's why it's difficult to describe because
a lot of the things we did, we did because
they were sort of everyday that's the
r,¡ay you did things. You sort of moved through
the school and through the community and what
you felt, you integrated with what you did and
you never had a list of questions about why
are r.¡ e going this route, why are r,re going that
rout e?

Macdonald spoke of the informal indoctrination
process which would be experienced by AIe,< Mackenzie in
his first years in the principalship: díscussions at the

hockey rink, while buyÍng groceries, and so on. Indeed,

he mentioned the fact that Mackenzie had bought a

snowblower at the local hardware store and described it
as tta very astute move,"

Mackenzie himself described tÌ¡e indocrination or

acculturation process from his point of viewr

Some of the parents they would make
sort of remarks Iike, "WelI, I hear you're
doing a good job of shaping up things j.n the
hallways," A Board member said, "I like r¿hat
yourre doing.." I saíd, "Do you have any
comments about this school or anything else?"
and he kind of rocked back in his chair and
smiled and said, "I like what.you're doing in
the hallways." He says, " I think it's about
time." I'd get comments like this. That's the
r,¡ay I was getting messages; sitting at a hockey
game of having a coffee with the neighbours.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of thís
phenomenon of close coupl íng acting as a constant course

correction mechanism is the revelation in the intervíew
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with John Macdonald, that this process has a direct

effect on personnel decisions for the school and was a

primary influence in the selection of Mackenzie as a

principal r¿ho would maintain the core values of the

school at the same time as bringing modification in
specific areas. !,thile this excerpt Ís Iengthy, it has

been included in its entirety since it provides such a

revealing portrait of how this process ensures the

perpetuation of the school's culture:

I thought we chose Alex quite carefully
ín that I thought he embodied a lot of the
characteristics that were al ready there. per-
haps he embodied some of the changes that were
already occurring. I talked about some of the
charrges with Marg and Jim. Àlex had studied
cooperative learning. Alex had studied admin-
istration in recent t,imes and yet he's been in
lhe business twenty five years. He's not
about to throw out all the old things to
accomodate all the new unless he sees some
value to it. I thought he had a unique blend
of characteristics that would suÍt the school .

Sure, people would say, rrWelI this is the way
we've been doing it f or years.'11 and a I ot of
the time he v¡ould Sây, " I don't know if
that's a good thing to do." Some of the
changes he made in just monitoring Iunchrooms;
a lot of the staff said, "cee; this is simple,
This works, Why didn't we think of this years
ago." It was just an idea that somebody would
have from having been somewhere else. So I
thÍnk there r,¡ould have been an attempt to
índoctrinate hím, but I think the indoctrination
may be going both ways. At least that's what I
hoped, See, from my point of vieçr as an
administrator, that's a way of maintaining the
culture and yet puttíng pressure on it to move
forward wilhout losing touch with the base that
had been established. you see. Alex isn't
radical . You don't grab the tree and shake
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all the apples out of it. You pick them. so,
that's how I vieç¡ed that process.

You see, some of these things happen so
indi.genously that you hardly notice them, and
rnaybe when I'm making decisions about Norquay,
about the principal and so on, I'm doing it
almost intuitively. Lj.ke, aIi those things
weren't outlined on a piece of paper.'

Interviewer: So we have a mechanism for
ensuring continuity in a very subtle, not
outwardl y purposive way?

Macdonald: Tes. What would have happened
if there were a superintendent who hadn't
worked in Norquay, rnaking decisions about who
the principal would be. would the principal be
dífferent? you see, the staff would likely
not see me as relating quite as closely to
their culture as r did back in the sixties.
1n fact, I think they likely feel that I'm a
Iong way from their culture. Yet, intuitively,
I may not be as far away from it as they think.

To summarize on the topic of coupl'ing. ít is
evi.dent that Lhe close networks anong students and

throughout the community at Iarge ensure that alI
students are thoroughly conversant with the school's

identity and expectations before they begin school

there, durÍng their tenure at Norquay.. and Iater in
theír role as citízens and parents themselves, Further,

it is clear that this tight coupling of constituent
groups allows for constant ongoing feedback to school

personnel on issues across the whole range

from the smal l decisions on books, scheduling and test

items to the major decisions such as the selectÍon of

administrators and staff; and ensures that the decisions

made are consistent wi!h the values of lhe community
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and the culture of the Collegiate.

Communíty Insularity
The one thing that strikes me about

Norquay is that you just don't have the
ethnic diversity that we had up in (my former
school ) for instance. 9le had people from
literal ly aI I over the world, I'm talking
about kids from Guatemala, spain, Italy,
England, Scotland; such a díversity.
in eastern Manitoba we had the Ànglos, the
Ukranians, cerman popul ation, English
population, so it e¡as really quite diverse,
(Al ex Mackenzi e )

Ànother of the homeostatic mechanisms that appears

to operate in the Norquay setting is the ability to

Iimit external influences on the culture. This is
achieved by a I o¡.¡ turnover of staff, low rate of in
rnígration of students, and community timitations on

lifestyle influences such as the arcade.

The topic of staff stability has been documented

earlier in the study, Among the effects of this low

rate of staff turnover is the absence of, or at least

limitation on, modification of staff culture which would

likely be the result of a large or ongoing influx of

teachers with varying educational philosophies and

approaches, The currents of staff change are not

sufficient to sr,ray the course sÍgníficantly.
As well as limited migration of staff, there is
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a very límited migration of students in or out of the

Norquay student body as well. A review of the class

rosLers from grades eight to twelve for the 1991-92

school year shows that of about one hundred students

only four have not been in the school since their grade

seven year, and these four represent three famílies who

have moved into the area over the past five years.

Whereas in many other schools the flux of incoming and

outgoing students would lend some fluidity to the school

culture, at Norquay, t,his effect tends to be minimízed.

Fínal1y. there is the issue of external social

influences on the student body as this interchange with

Stan il l ustrates:

As far as staying out of trouble, every
day I'd be gone from home from, I think I'd
get orr the bus at about 7:30 or quarter to
eight and I'd drive to school and be there
aII day; Iike you can't go anywhere from the
school . You're stranded there. Ànd then I 'dget home at 4:30, quarter to f i.ve, So that's
a long you haven't got a lot of time to
be going anywhere else.

Interviewer: you canrt run down to the
arcade.

Slan: No, thatrs right. You just can't
do i!, Haven't got time. Ànd really I guess
in Crocus HilI, I can't think of anywhere that
they would go in town. tike I don't remember
people ever wanderinq off from school much to
qo downtown.

In a larger centre students could congregate after,
hours at the convenience store or the arcade and find
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social ínteraction with a variety of other people, some

from other schools and so¡ne who are no longer in school

at all; this by way of contrast with Crocus HiIl where,

as Daniel observed:

When I lived in a larger town I never
even bothered with school once it was done,
Here, I'd come home and sit and there was
nowhere to go anyway so you'd might as well
do your schoolr¿ork.

This is not to paint a picture of Crocus HiIl aE a

Pangnirtung of lhe praíries, and many sludents related

how busy they were kept in their after school hours with

athletics, hockey, 4-H, and similar types of recreation.

The activities however, are not of the type that would

tend to detract from the values of school and cornmuni ty
or expose students to alternate values systems. Indeed,

they are the type of actÍvities, as Shauna noted, that

would tend to reinforce those values:

Maybe there's just not as much to do.
( laughs) You know, there's no movie theatre,
You make your own entertainment and you do it
with your fami 1y ,

The combined effect of these factors is to create

kind of invisible boundary Iayer around the school

cornmunity that prevents, or at Ieast Iimits c.ultural

influences from external sources.



Concentration of Focus

When I went there there really weren't a
lot of extracurrícuIar activj.ties. (Stan)

The school also acts to Iimit cultural
divaqation from within. Il accomplishes this by

placing tight restrictions on any things which may

detract, distract, or divert the school from its primary

goal . Respondents identified this kind of narrowness of

focus Iargely in terms of extracurricular activitÍes,
Daniel said, "There's nowhere to hang out, With the

smaller school therets no after school .activitíes."
Stan echoed these sentiments saying:

When I lrent lhere there really weren't a
lot of of extracurricular activities lJ.ke, you
know, sports was really fading; Iike no basket-
ball to speak of really. There was volleyball
there but not highly organized. It didn't
seem to be, the student populatÍon wasn't
big enough. You couldn't have a football team
or play hockey so I don't know. i.f that would
leave you more time to do school¡¿ork or what
it would do.

John Macdonald indicated that this concentration of

focus on academics has been a constant since the

school's beginning and has by and large found approval

wiÈhin the community:

They tend to stay with their mandate
which is on the academíc side and if there
are criticisms of Norquay il is that we are
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neglecting drama, music, and to some degree
sports to accomodate academic goaIs. for
years the communj.ty has supported that and as
we've talked about stiII seems to support it,
despite the fact that there's the odd growling
and grumbling in certain quarters. I don't
think that even if we look at our other
CoIIegiate, I don't think that Boyd could get
away with that kind of an emphasis without
sideiine supports from the operetta, from the
sports, from the 1ítl1e music program that they
have. There's a littIe band (at Boyd). The
parents support the band. There's no band in
Crocus HíIl. They had a choir. I think that
a iot of people felt that their kids were
mÍssing too much class time to participate in
Èhe choir, so cancel choir. I think that's
dÍfferent than some schools. Some schools
would have said, "WeII, so they miss a class,
so what? "

The following interchange with Chairman, Bob Borden

is extremely enl ightening in terms of elucidating how

this concentration of focus can be applied even to

subject areas within the hj.gh school curriculum:

If John Norquay were a big school it ç¡ould
have had the shops and the industrial arts
courses and all those other things and I really
think lhat the closer you can keep to
we were forced to take a limited number of
oplions and they were all geared to university
entrance and so everybody's goal was to hit
university. And as soon as you put in a bunch
of industrial arts courses, and some of them
are oK, but as soon as you do, people start
to Iose sight of their main objective and they
take these other courses and pretty soon the
goal has changed, i bet it would scare the
Department of Education to see the number of
kids who had the potential but were a little
Iazy at about grade ten or had some difficulty,
or for whatever reason, had an opportuni!y to
Iower their sighls and changed to an easier
rout e .
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I really hesitate about seltíng up
woodworking shops and the like. I think for
a lot of kids lhat would deviate so far from
the goal that they'd never have a hope of
coming back to it. I think lhat they can
take courses in sciences and maths through
the 0t section, I think we're taking them
on a path of no relurn with all of that stuff,

You've got to have a goal and I think
that goal has to be sel before kindergarten,
by the parents and Lhe community. If you allow
anywhere in that system for those goals to be
eroded to a point of no return then you're not
going to have graduates and you're not going
to have universi ty students.

I'm not so sure that we shouldn't go
back lo a straight university entrance and
allow a few dropouts. Maybe it shouldn't be
a disgrace to have a few dropouts or a f ev¡
kids failing grade eleven but if you're going
to have that, you'd have to have everyone
from kindergarten to university level on síde
and workíng ín collaboratíon so that kids who
couldn't make it could get into college in
programs Iike electrícaI and so on.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUS IONS

It's like a square, You need aIl four
sides and if you take one away it's not a
square anymore, Itrs a triangle. (cloría)

The portrait of John Norquay Collegiate creates a

feeling of resonance with many of the findings in the

Iiterature on school performance. Coleman's conclusion

that the home ís the greatest influence on educational

achievement seem to be borne out in this case. Àlso,

his observations that the social envíronment of the peer

group has far more to do with student achievement than

school facilitíes fíts well with the Norquay settíng.
Coleman's observation that this socíal environment of

the peer group, clearly a major influence in Norquay, is
of siightly more importance to achievement than

attributes of staff seems questionable in the Norquay

context in that staff are identified by respondents as a

significant ínfluence. Moreover, ít could be suggested

that staff themselves have historically had signíficant
roles in shaping the very peer group culture which

Coleman suggests is of major importance, overal l

though, the significance of home, cultural influences

surrounding the home, and the peer group culture of the

school ítself are critical to the performance of Norquay
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As described in the Coleman and Hoffer work on

public and private high schools, Norquey seems more to

reflect the findings in the Catholic system wherein the

parents of studenls constilute a cohesÍve community of

parents outside of the school setting. This idea of a

values set shared commonly by adulls in the community at

large fits the description of Norquay provided by its
administrators and graduates.

Brookover's clusters of effective schools

characteristics also show a surprising match with the

Norquay situation. First, there is the concept of the

ideology of the school , shared by students and staff
alike as regards norms and expectations of the school.

Secondly, there exists, as Brookover suggested there

must, a non stratified organization of students in which

the expectations were consistent for aII, regardless of

ability. FinaIly, there are the instructíonal practices

t¡Íthin individual classrooms: the.sequential approach

to Iearning; high percentages of time on task; frequent

assessment, and; more recently, team or co-operative

I earning.

Rutter's synergistic concept that the cumulative

effect of positíve variables creates a product greater

than the sum of lhe individual variables is highly
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individual measures combine together to create an ethos

which defines the school as a whole finds strong

val idation at Norquay

Brandwein's ecological framework is also extremely

useful ín conceptualizing some of the processes of the

feedback Ioops in the Crocus HilI area. Further, the

idea of the closed system in which, as each factor moves

towards an optimum Ievel of performance. the system as a

whole moves tor,¡ards an optimum level of performance,

offers a useful way of perceiving the events and

processes in Lhe life of this CoIlegiate, One can see

that, as one factor moves out of balance, the rest of

the system mobílizes to correct the problem and restore

balance to the enví ronment .

Each of these theoretical frameworks therefore, has

something to offer in explainíng the phenomena around

this school , as does each of the leads pursued in the

interviews.

Community -size seems to create a sense of

accountability, support, and competition within the

school. Closer teacher-student tÍes and student-student

t j.es, have fostered the pursuit of academic achievement.

Given this however, we must ask, 'r1s this the factor

which is responsible?" In order to answer this question
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in the affirnative we would be asserting that aII or

rnost schools in small communities perform better than

all or most schools in large communj.ties. Since this is

rnanifestly not the case. we cannot accept small

community size as the factor determining achievemenl .

In the same way, respondents attríbuted positive

school outcomes to the fact that the school was in a

rural environment. Rural or farm work ethic, strong

peer support and close parental supportive relationships

were alI seen as springing from a rural context in the

eyes of respondents, Again however, as with the last
factor, to accept this as the major causal agent for
hígh performance would be to accept the proposition that

most or all rural schools perform better than most or

all urban schools; an unacceptable proposition.

Religíous demographics seemed to respondents to be

an ínsignificant factor compared with others al though,

as demonstrated in the Coleman and Hoffer work on

Catholic schools versus private public schools, the

Iarge representation of families from one religious
group would necessarily create a cIÍmate of shared

values and expectations which would have some effect on

the school . As with other factors though, we can look

at other Iocalions with large Mennonite populations in

their schoois and not see the kind of results shown by
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students at Norquay. Therefore, lhis factor by itself
cannot be established as sufficient to account for
Norquay's perf ormance.

Competition with Durban Ridge was not seen by

respondents as a significant factor ín explaining

Norquay's performance. Responses on this issue however,

did Iead to remarkable insights in terms of the

integrity of cullural ídentÍty between the two groups of

students and this will be of significance in drawing

some conclusions Iater in this paper.

The question of administration provided very

similar results to the question on cornpetition with

Durban Ridge. The role of individual administrators waE

seen as more a maintaining role than a leading and

developing role. There was a clear consensus that a nee¡

administrator would change to adapt to the school rather

than effecting changes in the school itself. Incidental

conversations on this issue however yielded fascinating

insights on how adminístrators seem to have been chosen

according to their philosophical congruity with the

established culture of the school . Personnel selection

becomes a homeostatic process of maintaining equilibrium

while improving the overall efficiency of the complete

system. Since this process could not exist without the ,

prior existence of school culture and environment, this
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factor can be consídered as having a maintenance

function only and not a causal relationship to school

performance. one ímportant exception to this rule rnust

be identífied lhough, and that is the role of the

school's first princípal, Lawrence RobIin, to whom much

credit can be gÍven for establishing the cultural
foundation of the Col I egiate.

Descriptions of parent influences have a resonant

ring with Coleman's claims of the importance of home

settings in school performance. To speak of parents as

the primary causal factor however, begs the question,

"Do parents exert this influence because they sense the

cultural context around them, or do they all simply

hold such strikingly similar values and expectations

merely as a result of a serendipitous coincidence?"

While the existence of happy coíncidences cannot be

ruled out, it seems much more likely that parents do

what they do with their children at least in part

because they see that other parents around them have

been doÍng those kinds of things in the past and are

continuing to do them in the present.

Respondents' opinions on staff gave a good deal of

credit to teachers for student performance. Staff ¡¡ere

seen as aIl sharing a unÍf or¡n educatÍonal philosophy and

a uniform set of expectations about students. They seem
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to exhibit consistencies in terms of a conservative

approach to methodologÍcal change, an insistence on a

sequential pattern of learning, and a styìe which

chal Ienges students to develop solutions independently.

They are seen as demonstrating above average

intelligence, exceptional content knowledge, and a

caring and supportive relationshíp with individual
students. Staff are seen as being responsible in large
part for the achievement of theír students. However,

lhey have the advantage of working with students coming

from the kind of home environment and community

environmen! which has been descríbed in detail earlier
in this study, $lere they to deal r¡ith students in an

inner city environment where the student backgrounds and

expectations are significantly different they would

likely still get good results. They would not likely
get the results they get at Norquay though; and this
means that while staff is a necessary factor it, Iike
the others is not sufficient in and of itself.

What then is an explanatÍon that can deal with the

complexities of this portrait? Like the analysis of

Rutter and Brandwein, an explanation of this phenomenon

would have to embrace both a mulCiplicity of causal

factors, and the idea of an environment in whích these

factors interact with each other,
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The Ecology of Achi evement

It's Iike they say in (the livestock)
busíness, "Ninety percent of what an animal
Iooks like is management and the other ten
percent is genes." I don't think that there
is any genetic difference between this area
and other areas of the Provínce, I think
that somewhere down t,he line people put an
emphasis on education and knowledge.
(Bob Borden )

In the early sixties Lawrence Roblin became the

PrÍncípal of the new school in Crocus HilI. Part of the

government's plans to amalglamate school districts, John

Norquay CoIIegiate would draw student,s from Crocus Hill
and a number of outlying communities as well. Himself a

graduate of a CatholÍc boys school, Roblin had some

ideas about hor¡ he r,¡oul d l ike to run the school . At the

same time however, he looked around to the communíties

that would be sending students and sought out a common

unifying theme that would get all the conmunities

pulling together in support of the new school . The

theme would be academic excellence. In school

assernblíes, parent-teacher meetings, and at the local
grocery store he promoted the theme. He chose staff to

fit with the theme. His genius was not in inventing a

theme that would sell. but rather in discerning the lay

of Lhe land, findíng the seed that would flourish, and

nurturing j.t to the point where it could become self



sustaining,

A1l those thinqls which would support the theme r¿ere

encouraged. Students were constantly reminded of the

"big picture", that there was life after high school and

education was the key to it's fulfillment. The school

was the first in the Division to establish a guidance

program to raise awareness among students about post

secondary opt i ons .

Communitíes each sent their own children to the new

school wilh a spirit of healthy competition. This

spírit of competition was nurtured through official

functions such as awards nights and on a day to day

basis in individual classrooms.

Communities each sent their own chÍIdren to the new

school with a spirit of co-operation, This spirit was

nurtured through the mixing of different communities ín

classroom groups and school athletic teams,

Eventual ly. the interaction of these processes

created what has come to be referred to as "lhe
attítude," that is, the culture oi th. Collegiate which

prizes academic achievement, competition, and cohesion

among students.

"The attitude" has persisted not only through

changes of administration and changes in society, but

more remarkably, through twenty years of a shared 
""rnn.r"'
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system with a different school . It has maintained its
integrity as a 'school within a school' as a result of

a variety of homeostatic factors, It's feedback Ioops

between students, teachers, administrators, and parents

have been close and effective. Students from higher

grades train incoming students before they even arrive
at the school as do their parents. Parents feed input

into the school whenever they sense a deviation from the

agreed upon course of the Colleqiate. The senior

adninistration of the Divísion helps to maintaín the

agreed upon course of the Collegiate by selecting
personnel whose values are consistent with the

expectations of the CoIIegiate and the community.

Dilution of the school values by external sources

is minímízed by economic varÍables in the community

which limit migration in and out. Stability of staff
serves to minimize external upheavals in methodology,

and the nature of the conmunity itself limits the extent

to whích children are given the opportuníty to fÍnd

unproductive dístractions from their appointed roles as

Norquay students,

DiIutíon of school culture f rorn wÍthin is Iimited
through a concentration of focus and a rigorous

limitation on diversionary influences in the curriculum,

such as drama, sports, and so on,
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To use Brandwein's analogy, íf any part of the

forest system is compromised, the system ítself is

compromised. If there were compromises in factors such

as staff, parents, or cornmunity at large, over time the

productivity of the system would be compromised,

Norquay's singular good fortune however consists in the

fact that alI of the factors have seemed to coalesce

harmoniously, with the somewhat serendipitous outcome

thal the resulting whole is, as in Rutter's examples.

greater than the sum of the parts.

To attr j.bute Norquay's success to any one factor

would be impossible. fo attribute Íts success even to

the additÍve effect of a number of factors would be to

compromise the truth. It is as GIoria articulated,

"It's like a square. You nged all four sides and íf
you take one away it's not a square anymore. It's a

triangle." It is a combination both of ÍndivÍdual

factors themselves and the relationstrips they have with

each olher ¡¡hich creates the overall effect,
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CHAPTER 7

IMPL]CATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR SCHOOLS

Àt firs! glance this study may appear.to offer
little in the way of ideas for schools that wish to

improve their performance. So much of what happens at

Norquay is dependent on a combination of variables erhich

could not be replicated elsewhere. There are however,

some issues of application which can be gleaned from the

Norquay examp I e.

Fírst, there is the idea that an administrator new

to a school can gain a significant advantage in the new

role by doing a careful force fíeld analysis; looking

and Iistening scrupulously to the sights and sounds of

the community outside the school to find the possible

commonalities of sentiment that could be exploited in
order to galvanize the school community to work towards

a shared goal.

The $ryy Final ReÞort on School Leavers prepared

by Price Waterhouse for the Canadian government in 1990

provides a useful illustration of facets of the Norquay

situation which may be helpful to try to duplicate

elsewhere. This report identifies cornmon threads among

those who have dropped out of high school as lrel l as

those who have continued on to graduate. Three common
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threads influencing a student's decision to remain in

school were: having close friends at school , parents

ínterested in and checking on their school programs and

personal role models. (p, 9)

While these factors occur naturally at Norquay,

they offer examples which other schools may try to

duplicate in whatever manner they can.

The influence of parents at Norquay is clear, and

while it would not be possible to ensure that they have

a cornmon values set, it would be within the power of a

school to develop practices which t¡ould enhance

communication with parents. Tightening up the coupling

with parents could have significant outcomes in terms ol

dropout prevention.

Norquay achieves close sÈudent-student

reiationships as a result of a s¡nall community network

with sLudents attending the same schools aIl their

lives, In most urban centres today this is clearly

far from the case and could not be artificially

duplicated, Schools can however, support the recent

movements towards peer helping or peer counsel ling which

seek to foster the development of supportive

relationships between students and reduce the sense of

alienation often cited as a reason for dropping out.

Norquay students have personal role models among
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their parents, teachers, older siblings and their
friends. Schools may do welI to consider a perrnutation

of the peer helping model where each incoming student is
given a 'big brother' or 'big sister' Érom a senior

class to act as a guide and role model.

Fina11y, much has been wrilten in the business and

educationai Iiterature on the topic of corporate or

institutional culture (Peters & Waterman, I982 et.aL).
The Norquay case provides a good example of how an

institutional culture can affect the expecations and

performance of students. and it provides an argument for
some serious work on the part of administrators in the

area of culture creation.
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FOOTNOTE S

1
c. Jean Britton. (tlanning & Research Branch, Manitoba

Education and Training). Interview. Àugust 28, 1990.

2
ChaI Ienqes and Chanqes, (1988) . Manítoba Education.

p. 44.

J
SchooI counsel lors from the neighbouring high schools

were questioned on September 7, 1990. Information on 'Alfred

Boyd' Collegiate was taken directly from school records.

4
June 1986 Graduate Follow-Up Provincial Results,

(1988). Manitoba Education.

E

C. Jean Britton, (PIanning and Research Branch, Manítoba

Education and Training), Interview. August 28, 1990.

6
Same sources as footnote l{3,
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Appendix A:

Secondary PIans of John Norquay Graduates
From 1986-1990.

COLLEGE UNIV. OTHER
POST SEC.

3

3

I
4

YEAR

1986

1987

198I

19S 9

5

3

2

7

6

R

7

I
2

6

6

TOTAL

I8

16

I5

19



AppendÍx B:

Letter to Parents of John Norquay Students
from the Principal , 1984.
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HO9 DO UE STACÑ-UP?

l¡r recent years there hâs been an increasing aqount of
critj.cisn of tlìe education systen. There has also been a
ver y loud cal I for the erlucation sysEem to be accounÈable.

There have been n¡any concerns expressed relative Eo the
quelj.Ey of ed uca t ion that our schools are delivering. The
conventional rvisdo|t seens to be that wiÈh the infroduction of
ner'r courses in the,areas of Cordputers' Industrial Arts, IIo¡oe
Economics, second languages' l\rt, etc. ' the basics of
acadernic education have been receiving less emphasis. l'le
hea r hor ror stories about our students ent cr ing univerÍsities
\ri¿lì the abiliEy to program a computer to cook, 8o build
soLdering irons, to sinB, act, play the flute aod to draw in
perspective, but Hithout the ability to read or write fluen!
English,

If rve were Eo believe all tve hear and read, iÈ vould be
aÈ leasÈ a cause for concern. As a school adBinÍsÈrator '. I
am particularly concerned. As a parent' I au even more
conccrned

The l.laniLoba AssocÍation of School Trustees conducts a
survey annually to deter¡¡ine hoiì/ successful Ilani.Eoba studenËs
are in their firsl year r.¡ f University. Tlìey gaEher
infornation froa !he three univcrsiEies and arrive at a
provincial average, Thi s a ve rage is bas ed on Ehe studenls I

GPÀ at the end of firsL year, This Grade Point Average is
deternincd as fo11or"s:

A = 4,0

C+ = 2.5
C = 2.0
D = 1.0

A sLudenE taking five full courses and achÍeving narl<s
of B+, B, B, C , C rvould have a GPÂ of 2.7O (3.5 + 3.0 + 3.0
2.0 + 2.0) + 5

As a sìatEer of Ínterest an!L concern, f contacted all of
the srudenEs that graduared f roñ-*all 

-"i',i'^"t981,

1982 and l9E3 and rvent on.to University, to determine how we
sÈacl( up to the provincial average. The resu.Its follow:

s-æiv NoÊAei*.l
Year rlaniroba Dit' lllll
198 i 2.39 3.32
rg82 2 ,30 e,3l 2.5r
196 3. 2 .28 1 .67 2 .91
tls¿l å,e7 - à.þTal<ing i.nto account LhaE rural stúCenËs have Eo adjusÈ

not only to UniversiÈy procedurcs buL also to city living and
beinl: ar';ay from horre, ic tvoulü ¿!Ppear thtL Ehe graduaLes ot

*ffi*rÉCare def inircly holding Eheir own, They are
preparerl for furÈher study.



I! seems fair to conclucle t.hat Lhe basics are beínggiven sufficient emplrasis. llory else could our sturlenLs scorãconsistently above the prov i nc ia 1 average?

This sLudy wiLl beconìe an an¡ua1 exercise. The lgg4
eraduates have been contacted and aslied to submit their GpA'sas soon 

-as_ 
they are availablc. The AST study tri1l come outin the fa1l, I am confidenr rhat rhe graduatãs of I "iiicontinue to do rreJ-Ì. qN,C.i,

ÇI-trrrncrpal
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Respondents' Leller of Consent Form



Box 446
Manitou, MB
ROG ]GO

ucaL 

-r

This is to provide you with j.nformation on my study of John

Ñ;;;";; õãriããiã1",-"nd to request vour participation in the
;i;å;:' iiti" éi"av will eventuallv be presented as a thesis
ir-påiti.i fuifillment of the requirements for the degree of
¡,fã"iàt ot Education at The Universitv of Manitoba'

The purpose of the study is to examine the factor or
ããmuinaiion of factors which have affected John Norquay
ðãlîãsiåi";" performance as a hish school ' should vou agree
iå ùe-intervièwed vour role as a particiPant in the study
nifi ¡ã to provide information and opinion based on your
å*p.tiã"iã"'"ith the school ' I hope to meet with each

;;;a;;i;""4 for an j.nitiat intervie!¡ of aPproximateì v one
'h;;;;-;iat a subsequent foIIow-up ínterviet{ of approximatelv
one half hour.

In accordance with the Policies and Procedures for Ethics
ne"iew .t The Universj.Ly of ManiÈoba, I wish to acquaint you

nittr yout righls as a Participant in this study' Any
i"iärÅåii.n ihi"h vou leel shõuld be kept in confidence- wiIl
¡Ë-irårãiãa as such' should vou at anv Èime wish to withdraw
;;";-;;;ai"i;aiion from the studv, Iou T9l do so at anv time'
ä-;;ñ;;y åi- the resutts of the studv will be mailed to vou
;"-;;;;-å" possible after the successful completion of the
;;"ãt.-- i" àaãition, should vou wish to obtain anv further
inioimatio" about the sÈudy, you may contact me at any time
at the address above, or by phone aE 242-294'l '

Should you agree Èo be a participant in the study r'¡ould you

LÏ"ãii !iJ" Éhe statement of consent on the next pase and
i"ã"ii it-to me in the enclosed sÈamped, self addressed
enve I ope .

Thank you for considering participating in this study'
süãüÏa'i"" agree to be iñtérviewed, vour inPut e¡ill be much

appreciated.

Yours trul y,

Cam Symons
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2.

STATEMENT OF CONSENT

Please sign and return if you agree to participaÈe in the
study.

I agree to particiPate in the case study of John Norquay
Coliegiate. I am alrare of my role as a participant j'n the
study and understand that it will involve participatLon in
an initj.al interview of approximately one hour wi'th a

subsequent follow up interview of approximately one half
hour. I am also aware of my righÈs as a participant in the
study as outlined in the Policies and Procedures for Ethics
Review at the University of Manitoba.

signaÈure of consent.

Address to !¡hich summary of results may be sent;


